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The analysis was carried out in an attempt to detect
the effect of a nearby coastline on the orientation of the
horizontal magnetic field variation, with respect both to
its power and its coherency with the vertical field variation.
Hourly values were used for the computation, and it was
verified that there was no significant aliasing by comparing
the power and coherency spectr obtained for the same time
interval digitised at 200 and at 24 points per day.
A year's data from Weston observatory, near Boston,
Mass., was analyzed. Orientation due to the nearby coast-
line was not detected for this station.
For comparison, a three-month data length from each
of the four stations Tuscon, Arizona; Beloit, Kansas;
Fredericksburg, Virginia; and San Juan, Puerto Rico were
also analyzed. In addition, the stations were correlated
with each other.
It was found that the first three diurnal harmonics
stood out sharply from the background, The only exception
was the third harmonic of the Z-component, and in general it
was found that the Z-field falls off with frequency more
rapidly tha n the H and D-fields. The H and D-fields appear
to decrease more rapidly with frequency near the equator.
The D-field was found to lead the H-field by a phase
angle close to 90*, and there was reasonable accord with the
hypothesis that the major part of the field is a function of
local time. These points support the customary spherical
harmonic analysis, San Juan was anomalous in both respects:
the anomaly may be due to the location of San Juan, in a
chain of islands.
The variation of field strengths with location does
not agree with an analysis carried out in 1940 by Benkova. It
is suggested that a fresh analysis of the daily variation of
magnetic field on a worldwide basis be carried out, since
now data Is available from more stations, and machine com-
puting facilities are available.
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The analysis described in this thesis was initially
undertaken to investigate the suggestion that, for an
observation station located near a long straight coast-
line, the correlation of ariations v ti s of vertical and hori-
zontal magnetic field components should be greater if the
horizontal component is taken perpendicular to the coast-
line than if it is taken parallel to the coastline.
The basis for the suggestion was the following
arguments
Consider two adjacent blocks of material, with
different conductivlties and a vertical interface. If an
electric field is applied along the direction of the inter-
face, the current in each block will be proportional to
its conductivity. Thus, at the interface of the blocks,
there will be some residual vertical field, due to the
non-cancellation of the fields produced by the currents
lying to left and right of the interface. The residual
vertical field will be correlated with the horizontal
magnetic field produced at the top surface of the blocks.
Since the current in this case is flowing along the
direction of the interface, the horizontal field will be
perpendicular to the interface.
On the other hand, if the current is flowing per-
pendicularly across the interface, no vertical field will
be pro&d ed by this mechanisms and the horlzontal field
will be parallel to the interface.
Thus it may be expected that the horizontal field
variation perpendicular to the interface should be better
correlated with the vertical component than should the
horizontal field variation parallel to the interface.
It is also reasonable to suppose that current should
preferentially flow along the interface rather than per-
pendicular to it. If this is so, then the horizontal
field variation power should be greater perpendicular
to the interface than parallel to it.
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A coastline provides a natural situation in which
we have two adjacent blocks of different conductivitles
(sea-water and rock), though in this case the interface
is not vertical, Frequencles should be selected for which
the skin depth is shallow enough for the coastline depth
to be lignifloant, yet if too high frequencies are
selected the magnetic field at an observing station a
few miles from the coast would not be affected by the
coastline. Bearing these considerations in mind, fre-
quencies of 1-12 cycles per day were considered.
The hypothesis was tested by analysing magnetic
field data from Weston Observatory, near Boston, to see
if any signifieant orientation of the coherency or hori-
zontal field power could be deecated. Hoply values from
October 1960 to September 1961 were analyzed.
For comparison, hotwly values of magnetic field
data were analyzed, from four other stations of varied
location. These stations were situated at Tueson, Ari-
zona; Beloit, Kansas; Fredericksburg, Virginia; and
San Juan, Puerto Rico. The three month interval Septem-
ber 16th to December 5th, 1957 was utilised for each
station, in addition to calculating the field component
powers, and coherencies. between components for each
station, the various stations were also correlated with
one another. Correlation between stations provided a
test of the hypothesias, frequently propouned, that the
major part of the magnetic field variation is a function
of local time only.
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Location anId Average Fields of the Maetic Stations
STATION
AVERAGE Z
E.IELD BE IMsMBam ON
CM.TAT IOMS:
A computer programe was designed, making use of a
Daniel Spectrum routine to reduce the computer time used
with little loss of accuracy. The programme takes three
digitised vectors, each of up to 2,000 points, and calcu-
lates the power spectrum of each vector and the coherency
spectrum between each pair of vectors.
Before computing with howly values of magnetic
field it was necessary to check that the power at fre-
quencles above twelve cycles per day was not strong enough
to cause significant "allasing." Aliasing is the term
applied to the folding back of the power spectrum about a
frequency equal to half the digitising frequency thus if
we take hourly values, the computed power for 3 cycles per
day will be the real power for 3 cpd plus that for 21 cpd,
27 cpd, 45 cpd, etc. To test If the allasing effect is
significant in this case, a portion of the Weston data
(August 6 to 15, 1961) was digitised at 200 points per
day from photostats of magnetograms, and the power spectrum
up to 100 cycles per day was computed. From the output
on this, it is seen that the power spectrum falls by 21
cycles per day to 3 per cent of its value at 3 cycles
per day. Hoarly values for the same time interval were
taken and their power spectrum computed for the same
frequency interval. As is apparent in the following two
graphs, the agreement is very good between the result
for digitization digitised at 200 and at 24 points per
day. By inspection of the original magnetograms, it could
be assumed that the rest of the data had no significantly
larger high frequency power, so that hQrly values were
used for the rest of the computations.
2,000 points of hodly values total just under 3
months. The Weston data was accordingly split up into
four intervals, each of three months. For each three-
month interval, hcuwly values of the H1 D & Z magnetic
field components were fed into the computer the power
/0
spectrum of each component, and the coherency amplitude and
phase between each pair of components was thus computed.
The computation was repeated for one data length of
three months from each of the four statlons, Tusaon, Beloit,
Predericksburg and San Juan.
The aaling factor for the -component power was
not altered from the value #sed at Weston in the computations,
although it should depend on the average H-field which
varies from station to station. Therefore the D-powers
printed on the computer output must be corrected by the
following factors:
Tuscon: - X.2.38
Beloit: - X 1.58
Frederick-burg: - X 1.32
San Juan - X 2.80
This correction has been made in the table of com-
puted values for the frst three diurnal armonics, and in
all calculations.
Furthermore, the steady declination at Tuscon and
at Beloit is Easterly, whilst at the other three tations
ist .I Westerly. So that all D field varations are
effectively measured to the Westward, 18 0 must be added
to the computed phase, as prested on the computer output,
wherever a correlation laolvos a D-fleld at Tuscon or
Beloit. This correctlon also has been applied for all
calculat ons.
Coherency amplitu4des and phases between the H
fields aof Tuscon, Beloit and Freder iksburg were computed
by feeding the acoputer with the appropriate H-field
vectors. This was repeated for the D and Z fields of these
stations, and agaln for each component using Beloit,
Predericksburg and San Juan.
The computer programme was che4ked by feeding in
three 'sine waves"' each of four points (0, 100, 200, 100)
and lagging each other by 90, The phase lags came out
correctly, verifying that PH~E2 is positive if vector I
- --- ,-- _~ ~ ~__~_~__~_~__ 
leads vector 2. However, a data length of one cycle does
not give a sufficiently flne spectral window so the test
was repeated with a data length of sixty sine wave cycles,
each cycle having twelve points and amplitude 100. The
phase lags came out as before, but the power at I c.p.d.
was 20,000gamsq/cpd. This was four times the correct value
and confirmed a previously held suspicion as to one of the
sealing factors in the computer programme.
teefore the quantity "Power" in tables and graghs
which f 0llow isfour times .the aetal power&. averaged over
a trequencz intrval at 0.05 cycles p~r day. Since the
Spectral window of the computer programme is probably
broader than the real power peak, it is best to consider
the tabulated powers as being valid relative only to
each other.
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The power spectra and coherencies, computed for the
quarter July 1 to September 22, 1961, are depicted on the
six graphs which follow. The results for the other three
quarters are essentially similar,
It will be noticed that the powers of the first
three diurnal harmonics (1, 2, 3 cycles per day) generally
rise sharply above the neighbouring background. Conse-
quently, particular attention has been paid to these har-
monies, to which all the following calculations are
confined.
A table has been drawn up of the computed values for
the first three diurnal harmonics. From it the following
conclusions my be drawns
1) The Z-field power decreases with frequency at a greater
rate than do the k°a D-field powers.
2) The D-field leads the H-field by approximately 90'.
This accords with a requirement of the customary har-
monic analysis, which will be discussed later.
3) There is no such obviously systematic phase lag between
the D and Z-fields, or the H and Z-fields,
4) There is a remarkable variation in the field powers from
one quarter to another. Whether this variation is
seasonal or random cannot be decided without consi-
dering several more years of data length.
Vegtor Rotation of Power Spectra and. CoherM,ctes
To test whether the alignment of the coast has any
effect upon the power spectra and coherencies it is
necessary to consider their values in directions other
than the H and D directions.
The mathematioal formulae required for the vector
rotations will be developed below
Let H, D, Z be the appropriate continuously varying
field vectors (with zero average value) and N be the field
vector in the same plane as H and D, at as angle A to H.
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Taking the complex conjugate of this equation and multi-
plying the two together producess
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The maxima and minim horizontal field powers were
calculated, and have been plotted to show direction and
magnitude. They may be considered as the major and minor
axes of an ellipse representing the field power in any
horizontal direction. Examination of the diagram shows no
preferred orientation for the maximu==m field power vector,
so the coast has no apparent effect upon this property.
Coherenoles with the vertical field were also calou-
lated for horizontal directions 45* to elther side of the
It direction. The coherency amplitudes have also been
plotted disae mmatically. They show no preferred orienta-
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ortzonta I netic Flld ?ower at We ton:
The direction and magnitude of the maximum and
minimum horizontal field powers.
0 is direction measured West of True North.
TIMS INTERVAL MAX FIWAR Ma P9 -E fOWER M9
e~ Oasqep gaaqE
Oct-Dec 1960 1 880 -36* 550 54}'
Jan-Mar 1961 1 840 -53* 250 37'
Apr-Jun 1961 1 1580 81* 330 -9'
Jul-Sep 1961 1 1790 44' 1230 -46*
Oct-Dec 1960 2 760 9 430 -81
Jan-Mar 1961 2 430 -43' 330 47*
Apr-Jun 1961 2 950 82' 480 -8
Jul-Sep 1961 2 1580 76 640 -14'
Oct-Dec 1960 3 235 57* 135 -33
Jan-Mar 1961 3 15i0 -9 90 81'
Apr-Jun 1961 3 110 -55" 100 35*
Jul-Sep 1961 3 370 -57* 130 330
10
2*e
.oherency hapittudes at Weston:
Coherecy amplitude for correlations of the













































































S a 45* w_
HORIZONTAL MAGNETIC FIELD POWER AT WESTON.
Vectors represent direction and magnitude of the
maximum and minimum horizontal field powers.






















CORRELATION OF HORIZONTAL & VERTICAL MAGNETIC
FIELDS AT WESTON.
Vector length = 2cms. X Coherency amplitude.
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On the next page there is a table of the field powers
and coherencies for the first three diurnal harmonics and
for the interval September 16 to December 5, 1957.
As for Weston, it is noticeable that the Z-field
power falls off with frequency more rapidly than do the H
and D field powers. Also, the D field generally leads the
H field by about 90*, except in the case of San Juan, when
the lead is closer to 180*. San Juan is also anomalous
in the fact that its Z and H-field powers fall off with
frequency more quickly than the corresponding powers at
the other stations. These anomalies may be due to San Juan
being located in the Caribbean, is a chain of islands,
whilst the other stations are continental, though the effect
may also be due to a latitude dependence. Tuscon shows
the same effect to a lesser degree, which supports the lati-
tude dependence.
fl.tp et tations
The histogram, depicting the coherency amplitude
between Tuscon and Beloit for each of the three field com-
ponents, shows that the correlation is very good for the
first three diurnal harmonies. It will be noticed that
the correlation is also very good for certain other fre-
quencies, indicating that the harmonics we have been
considering are not the only coherent signals present.
A table follows giving the coherency amplitudes and
phase lags (corrected to real time) between each pair of
stations for the first three diurnal harmonics,. For com-
parison, the differences in geographic and geomagnetic
longitude are also tabulated. It has often been claimed
that the major part of the field variation is a function
of local time only, For example, N. P. Benkova claims
that 80% of the field variation is a function of local
tlme (J. Terr. Mag., 45, p 427). On this hypothesis, the
phase lag between two stations should be the product of
the difference in geographic longitude times the frequency
2?
in cycles per day. Allowing for a considerable amount of'
experimental error, this hypothesis could be satisfied for
correlations between Tuscon, Beloit and Fredericksburg.
However, any pair including San Juan is definitely anomalous.
As before, the anomaly of San Juan may be explained as
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Corr tions etwen t ations
Phase corrected to real time.
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C0MWARION WIT AmA A NALM ISs
There are two solenoida1 solutions for the wave
equation in spherial co-ordinates (Stratton, p. 416)t
The "N" solution:
1 '-9 IiUR) P " 9cor ) mp
- , (R) a p co, )res o~ M p "
and the "N" solution:
Z 7 o t4 (I 
h aumption have recen y be n quetioned) In 0,
N. P. Bnkova alysed the daily varaton or data from
-Iv3Where Il. i 2 . ±3*? cvJ Vecto v de 21 1n ~ a/3earrAIt has usually been assumed that only the "N"' mode is
present in the earth's magwtic field. (The grounds for
this assumption have recently been questioned). In 1940,
N. P. Senkova analysed the daily variations for data from
a large number of stations. He assumed that only the N-
mode was present and concluded that for one cycle per day
variations, the amplitude could be represented thus.
where the signifloant first few parameters have the follow-
ing values:
C =/SO a' I O
C,' = F0 u c,' = 3 °
C ' = 2 3
(Soale arbitrary)
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Note that for one cycle per day, we need consider only
m w 1, on the hypothesis that magnetic field is a function
of local time only.
Assuming these values, a table of the powers pre-
dicted by Befiova's analysis for the five stations at one
cycle per day is given below. It is followed by a table
giving ths observed powers, and the D to H ratios by the
two analyses.
There is no agreement between Benkova's analysis
and the present analysis. Benkova predicts that the H
power should steadily increase, and the D power steadily
decrease as we go southward. This effect is not apparent
in the computed values, which vary in no simple, systematic
manner.
Powers predicted on Benkova's analysis; arbitrary
scale.
Powers computed; measured in gamq/cpd.
Freyency 1 cycle per day
STATIO BENK0VA CqRPUTED ZEN OVA COM
WESTONt 4 495 800 1040 10 1.3
BELOIT 74 305 1650 1870 4.1 1.14
PREW 102 290 1490 1930 2.8 1.3
TUCSON 196 245 850 1600 1.25 1.78
SANJAN 380 234 840 1510 .6 1.80
39-
SUM HRY AND CWICW$ONIS:
The analysis failed to detect any preferred orienta-
tion of the horizontal field power, or Its coherency with
the vertical field, due to the effect of the coastline at
Weston.
The powers of the first three diurnal harmonics were
found to be significantly greater than the powers at fre-
quencies in between the harmonics, An exception to this
is the third harmonic of the Z-field at Weston, which does
not stand out from the background. The Z-field power
generally decreases with frequency more rapidly than the
H and D-field powers.
In general, the 8 and D powers decrease with fre-
quency more rapidly in southern latitudes.
The D-fleld leads the H-field by a phase angle
close to 90', except in the case of San Juan, San Juan
may be anomalous because of its location in a string of
islands in the Caribbean,
The hypothesis that the magnetic field variation is
a function only of local time is reasonably well supported
for the stations on the continent, Again San Juan is
anomalous.
The analysis does not agree well with former work,
and it seems probable that the variation of magnetic field
at these frequencies is more complicated than has previously
been assumed. Insufficient stations were analysed to draw
arny definite conclusions, and it is suggested that a
fresh analysis of the world-wide magnetic field variation
might be profitable. Most of the work on the daily varia-
tion of magnetic field was done before the last war. Now
that more recording stations are operating, and electronic
computers are available, a new analysis of the whole problem
seems necessary.
3-
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AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLiTUDE AND
PHASE FOR THE THREE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FIELD AT WESTON FOR
AUG 6Ti TO 15TH i961 * HtZ DENOTED BY 1,2,3 RESPECTIVELY HRLY VAL
FnEQ POWERFK POWERF2 pouwF3
CPO GAMSQ/CPD GAMSQ/CPD GAMSQ/CPD
0. 0.214E 03 0.310E 02 0.IOOE 03
0.500 0.198E 03 U0.73E 03 0.87lE 02
0.999 0.159E 03 0.278E 03 0.581E 02
i4y U0.t33E 03 U - 0.23l 03 035E 02
1.998 0.111E 03 0.199E 03 0.335E 02
2.498 0.649E 02 0.126E 03 0.147E 02
2.998 0.284E 02 0.717E 02 0.118E 02
3.497 0.13TE 02 0.374E 02 0.805E 01
3.997 0.698E 01 0.107E 02 0.380E 01
4.0b6 0U.e82E e0 0.924E 1 0*396E 01
4.996 0.382E 01 0.597E 01 0.400E 01
5.496 0.299E O1 0.623E 01 0.317E 01o
5,995 0.262E 01 0.617E 01 0.221E 01
6.495 0.326E 01 0.776E 01 0.239E 01
6.994 0.245E 01 0.942E 01 0.268E 01
1.494 O.83E 01 0.737E 01 0.264E 01
7.994 0.183E 01 0.439E 01 0.174E 01
8.493 0.201E 01 0.284E 01 O.IOIE 01
8.993 0.164E 01 0.331E 01 0.783E 00
9.492 0.127E 01 0.416E 01 0.013E 00
9.992 0.112E 01 0.197E 01 0.963E 00
0.492 0.14sE 00 0.867E c0 O.100E O1
10.991 0.773E 00 0.253E 01 0.102E 01
11.491i E .4E 1 0 0.776E 00
11.990 0.207E 01 0.586E 01 0.655E 00
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AN ANALYSIS U ItH AUTO POUWR SPtIRA ANU LUCOHERENCY AMPLITUUE AND
PHASE FOR THE THREE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FIELD AT WESTON FOR
AUG bH tu 5U SI i9i1 pUtZ tENUltU BE Y I,2,3 RESPECTVVELY HRLY VAL
FREQ CU"2 PHZ2T COUWH PHZ23 CUH31 PHZ31
CPC
0. 0.02 0. 0.47 -0. 0.29 0.
0.500 0.37 -77. 0.40 65. U.39 i9.
0.999 0.80 -78. 0.67 70. 0.47 16.
i.99 0.o -4. 0.38 76. 0.38 -ii.
1.998 0.88 -74. 0.44 144. 0.42 -51.
2.498 0.8 -8. 0.65 143. 0.56 -54.
2.998 0.78 -103. 0.58 126. 0.55 -36.
3.497 u.5i -99. 0.42 iB6. 0.28 -60.
3.997 0.10 -155. 0.37 -15. 0.27 121.
4o496 0.28 -i2T. O.1q 2ti 0.2 102.
4.996 0.63 -106. 0.62 156. 0.33 -85.
5.496 U.56 -72. 0.49 -176. 0.55 -108.
5.995 0.37 -12. 0.36 -147. 0.30 114.
6.495 U.37 -104. 0.45 -144. .13 8.
6.994 0.67 -133. 0.38 -136. 0.51 -56.
7.494 0u31 -162. 0.38 -103. 0.39 -6i.
7.994 0.25 26. 0.42 -65. 0.28 -76.
8.493 0.25 -24. 0.15 -166. 0.35 -25.
8.993 0.49 173. 0.35 149. 0.38 15.
9.492 0.63 i60. 0.33 103. 0.39 69.
9.992 0.37 169. 0.21 72. 0.33 97.
10.492 0.3 -86. 0.17 16. 0.34 -180.
10.991 0.32 -7. 0.16 -44. 0.20 40.
11.491 0.41 80. 0.02 21. 0.42 101.
11.990 0.12 -180. 0.11 180. 0.51 180.
AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA ANO COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PHASE FOR THE THREE tCOMPONFNTS nF MAGNETIC FIEtO AT WESTON FOR
AUG 6TH TO 15TH 1961 * HOT DENOTED BY 1,2,3 RESPECTIVELY 200PTS/DOV
FREQ POWERF1 POWERF2 POWERF3
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AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PHASE FOR THE THREE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FIELD AT WESTON FOR
AUG 6TH TO S1TH 1961 * HOZ DENOTED BY 1,2,3 RESPECTIVELY 200PTS/
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AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PHASE FOR THE THREE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FIELD AT WESTON FOR
AUG 6TH TO 15TH 1961 * HtZ DENOTED BY 1,2t3 RESPECTIVELY 200PTS/
FREQ COH12 PHZ12 COH23 PHL23 COH31 PHZ31
_CPO
0, 0.44 180. 0.22 -180a 001 n0.
0.500 0.70 105. 0.50 -100. 0.31 -10.
1,*000 082 101, 0L6R -1070 0,44 40
1.500 0.83 104. 0.35 -100. 0.38 -15.
2.000 0.88 105, 0,45 -30. 0.48 -60,
2.500 0.87 98. 0.64 -30. 0.57 -62.
3.000 0.73 75, 0.63 -42. 0.56 -39.
3.500 0.52 79. 0.63 -57. 0.45 -40.
4,000 0.10 -78. 0.32 -A62. 0.41 96,
4.500 0.19 97. 0.16 -110. 0.24 101.
5.000 0.52 67. 0.69 -15, 0-34 -78.
5.500 0.45 114. 0.52 5. 0.50 -121.
6.000 0,65 148, 0A30n 20 n0:38 152
6.500 0.52 77. 0.40 32. 0.14 -61.
7,000 0.73 31, 0,45 49, 0,62 -56*
7.500 0.60 5. 0.59 77. 0.25 -62.
8,000 0.34 -157 0A58 93 0:01 69A
8.500 0.05 94. 0.55 8. 0.36 -38.
9.000 0-65 19: 0n,5 -24 0:51 -21.
9.500 0.48 25. 0.27 -69. 0.34 38.
10000nn 0.13 36, 030 -138R 012 -174.
10.500 0.43 -160. 0.32 -141. 0.48 -104.
11000 055 164. 0,14 153. 0-12 -2.
11.500 0.51 137. 0.23 132. 0.48 93.
12.000 0,31 88. 0.41 1729 0 60 -177.
12.500 0.35 71. 0.46 109. 0.70 -138.
13000 0626 46. 0.68 92. 0.A6 -138.
13.500 0.35 67. 0.46 92. 0.31 165.
14nn000 044 93, 0.60 45S 0.06 -1t6,
14.500 0.49 70. 0.58 52. 0.51 -109.
15,000 0.45 54. 0.43 61. 0.31 -113.
15.500 0.37 99. 0.43 110. 0.11 -171o
1a6.000 058 750 1,34 t. 0,23 -aS.
16.500 0.71 37. 0.25 39. 0.42 -53.
1700nn n-.A2 4. 0.45 97, 0.17 -n80.
17.500 0.19 28. 0.50 88. 0.28 170.
1in000 n0:5 "17: 031 56. n20n n05s
18.500 0.28 85. 0.27 42. 0.20 82.
1n9:000 0n42 103. 036 4A.4: 0n -n90
19.500 0.38 114. 0.34 43. 0.28 -81.
20.000 0,28 132 0.29 18 0.57 -82,
20.500 0.16 -143. 0.34 45. 0.47 -80.
21nn:000 0n36 -53 0,40 87. 0n29 13,
21.500 0.30 175. 0.43 154. 0.28 -84.
2.n000 0:17 51. 0445 -125. 0,5 -146a
22.500 0.18 -170. 0.32 -97. 0.30 104.
23-An000 0n01n - n032 48, 0 3 49.
23.500 0.36 59. 0.31 46. 0.07 -36.
S24;n000 04 113 0n 08 119. 0:345 80
24.500 0.39 169. 0.29 -151. 0.20 123.
--'-II----------------
AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PHASEF FOR THE THREE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FIELD AT WESTON FOR
AUG 6TH TO 15TH 1961 • HD,0Z DENOTED BY 1#2#3 RESPECTIVELY 20OPTS/
FREQ COH12 PHZ12 COH23 PHZ23 COH31 PHZ31
CPO
25.000 0.26 -162 0.16 1. 0.2 8 -110.
25.500 0.49 -18. 0.43 40. 0.28 -25.
260000 0Q34 -37. 0.5 aQ 0.18 -R68.
26.500 0.16 150. 0.31 45. 0.50 -142.
27.000 0.41 -146. 0.33 34. 0.51 -168.
27.500 0.53 -125. 0.43 95. 0.15 -127.
28.000 0.57 -136, 0.26 97. 0,30 -74.
28.500 0.56 -144. 0.43 -124. 0.31 -115.
74.00Q 0.22 -139 0.15 158. 0.52 102i
29.500 0.16 117. 0.37 81. 0.70 105.
30.000 0.10 119. 0,23 143, 0.71 84R
30.500 0.09 -51. 0.34 -145. 0.29 109.
31.000 0.22 -39- 0n,7 -79 n-026 -1n02
31.500 0.51 -44. 0.15 -77. 0.33 93.
732000 0.46 -62- 0. 1 -5. 0:47 110.
32.500 0.38 -64. 0.43 -4. 0.17 63.
33,000 0,31 -78. 0,29 -99, n030 33.
33.500 0.40 -155. 0.34 -124. 0.24 4.
34.000 0.20 -164, 0b44 -67. 06.4 60A
34.500 0.29 -57. 0.17 -85. 0.62 54.
354000 0,48 -90. 0.43 80. 0,56 23,
35.500 0.32 -126. 0.22 56. 0.19 -40.
36.000 0.A40 -109 0.26 -138. 0.50 -107.
36.500 0.63 -99. 0.25 -100. 0.31 -165.
37.000 0.43 -23. 0.56 -49. 0.20 113,
37.500 0.61 -29. 0.41 21. 0.42 21.
387000 0.23 -63. 0s 37. 0.35 -78.
38.500' 0.46 167. 0.50 -18. 0.39 -81.
39.000 0.23 -147. 0.37 -45. 0,18 -152.
39.500 0.23 -15. 0.09 124. 0.23 170.
0.nn000 042 59, 0,38 -73. 0,12 -20.
40.500 0.22 85. 0.12 -89. 0.15 7.
41,000 0.19 159. 0bl2 -26- 0.20 39.
41.500 0.07 -128. 0.32 -52. 0.40 19.
42000 0.722 -47. 031 -156 0.33 -125
42.500 0.33 13. 0.56 -155. 0.41 -140.
43,000 0.46 a 21 0,0a -37. 0.28 26,
43.500 0.36 -55. 0.30 -15. 0.15 62.
4A.000 037 -97. 0,23 -32, 0.4 -179
44.500 0.38 -59. 0.50 -89. 0.13 -155.
45.000 0a56 -41. 0.4T -116. 0.13 170.
45,500 0.41 -33. 0.27 -83. 0.25 -126.
a46000 0.26 -3. 0.56 -61. 0,33 --63.
46.500 0.14 -145. 0.41 -47. 0.29 -79.
nnn000 0,60 -17?. 0.18 -55, 0.36 390
47.500 0.42 180. 0.38 -107. 0.50 26.
annn00 n458 -164k 0,.46 -122 0_28 7a
48.500 0.04 92. 0.53 135. 0.36 111.
n49.000 025 51: 0.67 16 0.36 117 _.
49.500 0.21 53. 0.84 110. 0.13 100.
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AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PHASE FOR THE THRFF COMPaNENTS OF MAGNETIC FIELn AT WESTON FOR
AUG 6TH TO 15TH 1961 HDOtZ DENOTED BY 1,2,3 RESPECTIVELY 200PTS/
FREQ COH12 PHZ12 COH23 PHZ23 COH31 PHZ31
-CPO
50.000 0.70 153, 0,68 77. 0.44 -171.
50.500 0.35 -120, 0.51 46. 0.22 142.
1.o000 n,38 -41., 0,36 , 0,30 -,.
51.500 0.13 -3. 0.22 -8. 0.03 -125.
5~,000 0.17 -144. 0.13 -83, 0.26 -61,
52.500 0.42 -146. 9.21 -76. 0.39 -61.
53.000 0.37 -547. n01 ->1. - 0120 20n
53.500 0.26 -11. 0.39 -37. 0.16 27.
54-d00 0.12 109, 0.34 154. 0.05 1435
54.500 0.06 28. 0.13 .89. 0.24 -147.
54n000 011t 147, 0.18 1 - 019 -1594
55.500 0.47 143. 0.21 14. 0.23 140.
l56,000 .4b 174 0n6A 142. 0n-2 647
56.500 0.59 -164. 0.55 159. 0.39 -20.
57.000 0.23 -1-4. ,0.34 -115. 0'3 -73.
57.500 0.41 -37. 0.09 20. 0.21 -33.
58000 0t18 -94 0n,40 -56. 0.11 -40.
58.500 0.40 -1104 0.59 -73. 0.63 171.
59.000 82 8 -7. 01.31 -93 066 5
59.500 *.61 34. 0.38 -49. 0.13 49.
60000 044 30. 0,42 -39. 0a38 -4.
60.00 0.24 -137. 0.21 -68. 0.17 39.
61i000 n,08 44- 0.1_ 91 0-48 -41
61.500 0.22 11. 0.18 -1. 0.12 100.
62nn000 048 -1A66, 0,45 -70 0- a8 40.
62.500 0.59 -162. 0.37 -92. 0.04 159.
63.000 0.48 -127. 0.21 a. 0.a49 3314
63.500 0.33 145. 0.24 136. 0.57 65.
64,000 0.41 I I, 0.38 1541 0,11 -127.
64.500 0.23 63. 0.09 -154. 0.45 -88.
65.000 076 62. 0.34 -62. 0.41 -74.
65.500 0.32 -45. 0.33 -166. 0.21 -135.
66.000 n.3n -a48. 0.20 790 0"39 -177.
66.500 0.20 -121. 0.04 -0. 0.29 -73.
A.7-00nn0 0.23 -126. 0.4 -4O,. 0.4 -270.
67.500 0.25 36. 0.28 147. 0.44 -19.
68000nn n08 -'r, 0,9A 13 0.57 -554
68.500 0.22 -161. 0.28 164. 0.29 -21.
69.000 0.033 172. 0.3 43, 0.3' 37.
69.500 0.37 174. 0.38 -32. 0.25 40.
70.000 0294 -136 01 -40 0.11 -143.
70.500 0.32 -166. 0.41 69. 0.51 -169.
7100nn 0-22 174. 0.464 62 008 -8rt.
71.500 0.07 -21. 0.26 13. 0.40 -6.
72~000 0 -2 -NT 0 35 -1631 0 09 -83.
72.500 0.30 -137. 0,27 -16. 0.37 -61.
7300~ n 0.12 -93 0.22 -45_ 035 -19
73.500 0.36 -38. 0.20 -73. 0.17 -56.
t-74n000 0:40 -sA4 0. -85: 0:32 58
74.500 0.57 -144. 0.25 168. 0.23 -56.
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AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PHASE FOR THE THREE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FtELD AT WESTON FOR
AUG 6TH TO 15TH 1961 * Ht0tZ DENOTED BY 1,2,3 RESPECTIVELY 20OPTS/
FREQ COH12 PHZ12 COH23 PHZ23 COH31 PHZ31
_CP
75a000 0,34 -1237 0o46 156 0.12 138.
75.500 0.07 -94. 0.50 151. 0.19 -82.
76-00Q 0.2 1 40 0.35 -164a 0.634 -3
76.500 0.39 105. 0.58 -92. 0.21 11.
77000O 0.10 103. 0.6A -74, 0.18 86.
77.500 0.08 109. 0.43 -85. 0.43 118.
78.000 0. 1 46, 0.14 -a66. 0,31 176.
78.500 0.47 -66. 0.39 138. 0.42 -123.
7-000 28nn -a. 0.40 99, 0,32 -n04,
79.500 0.13 61. 0.48 104. 0.18 -152.
80n000 n021 AR68. 0,3 141, 0,17 -161
80.500 0.09 -94. 0.10 179. 0.16 111.
81.000 0,26 -42. 026 -175 0.19 34,
81.500 0.25 43. 0.23 173. 0.13 25.
82.000 047 160A 0.43 75. 0.40 176.
82.500 0.39 166. 0.42 -0. 0.26 -147.
83,000 0,30 180, 0.11 -61, n0.23 22
83.500 0.20 -170. 0.43 -176. 0.32 1.
84,000 0,10 -6.2 0.43 -11.2 0.28 -64.
84.500 0.10 -136. 0.19 -96. 0.06 -94o
85.000 0,i3 -179- 0,52 69 0.11 150.
85.500 0.06 -19. 0.45 35. 0.08 126.
8600nnn 0A38 71. n023 -30. n031 42-
86.500 0.21 23. 0.42 121. 0.01 -152.
87n000 0n06 -29. 0.52 116- 0.16 -119.
87.500 0.05 104. 0.18 99. 0.34 -79.
8RR000 0n47 210 0,34 87. 0.60 -92.
88.500 0.65 35. 0.30 90. 0.57 -75.
89.000 0.39 57, 0.-1 -97. 0.46 -28.
89.500 0.19 -66. 0.14 -102. 0.22 35.
S0.00 0.31 -128. 0.5 120. 0.1 84.
90.500 0.19 130. 0.53 104. 0.20 83.
91,000 0.41 7. 0.21 26. 019 -27,
91.500 0.54 97. 0.35 -0. 0.27 -42.
92nn00 0.i6 151. 0.24 12- 02 -47.
92.500 0.26 -172. 0.24 -5. 0.16 -36.
93.00o 0.04 7- n.A -40. 0.A 117.
93.500 0.31 -66. 0.30 -90. 0.31 164.
946000 0.34 -95. 016 -164a 0.32 -101.
94.500 0.47 -44. 0.47 155. 0.31 -93.
95,000 0.41 -25, 0.44 111, 0.39 -118.
95.500 0.21 58. 0.52 77. 0.24 -141.
96.000 0.44 128. 0.61 67. 0.44 -165.
96.500 0.62 152. 0.39 59. 0.16 -130.
97.000 0.41 156. 0.24 169a 0*24 -56
97.500 0.12 30. 0.13 -155. 0.17 -171.
- A98000 014 93, 0.0 49, 0.09 -86.
98.500 0.28 -103. 0.70 26. 0.35 107o
-9nh000 016 -45. 076 3. nA 0 46 122.
99.500 0.50 92. 0.17 -31. 0.34 -108.
-n00n00n n0n0 3 0.15 -178a 0.0 3 180A
AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA ANP COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PHASE FOR THE THRFE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FIELn AT WESTON FOR
OCT I TO DEC 22t 1960. HDtZt, DENOTED BY 1t23. HRLY VALUES
FREQ POWERF1 POWERF2 POWERF3
-CPU GAtM4/CPD GAMSQPCPO GANMS/CPD
0, 206E 04 O,391E 03 n,434E 03
0.050 0.187E 04 0.310E 03 0.380E 03
0.100 0lt76E 04 0.259E 03 0,.1Q9 03
0.150 0.121E 04 0.252E 03 0.109E 03
0-200 0,701E n 03 , 8E 03 n0225E 03
0.250 0.656E 03 0.256E 03 0.193E 03
0.300 0.665E 03 0.3t27 03 O.876E 02
0.350 0.606E 03 0.376E 03 0.100E 03
0,400 04a5E 03 0n310 - 03 0.996E 02
0.*450 0.405E 03 0.188E 03 0.855E 02
0.500 n-2FE 03A 0.EAAF 03 0854R F 02
0.550 0.249E 03 0.262E 03 0.164E 03
0.600 0.287E 03 0:324E 03 0.228E 03
0.649 0.404E 03 0.362E 03 0.296E 03
0n699 0.432E 03 0.402E 03 0 274E 03
0.749 0.389E 03 0.349E 03 0.286E 03
0.799 0413E n03 n.n280E n 041E On
0.849 0.424E 03 0.305E 03 0.373E 03
0n899 n0442E n03 0346E n0 0n423E 03
0.949 0.598E 03 0.563E 03 0.125E 04
0.999 0:,5E 03 0: 75nE O3 00 202 04
1.049 0.544E 03 0.716E 03 O.130E 04
!go09 0n-4746 0 n0539E 03 0 n58E 03
1.149 0.386E 03 0.296E 03 0.421E 03
10199 n237r 0n n0341IE 03 n411tE 03
1.249 0.258E 03 0.406E 03 0.351E 03
1:299 0 n:37 n 0a36l 03 n.357E 03
1.349 0.349E 03 0.311E 03 0.375E 03
1=399 0.352E 03 0.238E 03 0-328E 03
1.449 0.320E 03 0.261E 03 0.294E 03
1A99 02449 03 0.225E 03 016TE 03
1.549 0.126E 03 0.170E 03 0.823E 02
1 5!99 0:955E 0 02-7E 03 0n603E 02
1.649 0.111E 03 0.269E 03 0.102E 03
1Ag69 0142E 03 0 236E 03 0-143E 03
1.749 0.140E 03 0.291E 03 0.145E 03
1 799 n-lF n03 0267TE 03 n0in1E 03
1.849 0.107E 03 0.267E 03 0.569E 02
1:192 n .14F 03 0.225E 03 O.42OE 02
1.948 0.499E 03 0.292E 03 0.530E 02
14998 0.752E 03 0.433E 03 0.107E 03
2.048 0.404E 03 0.321E 03 0.108E 03
2098 01n41E 03 0in 6nF 03 0,644F 02
2.148 0.149E 03 0.226E 03 0.611E 02
2.198 0.162E 03 O.7RFE 03 0.714F 02
2.248 0.140E 03 0.246E 03 0.655E 02
20298 0.152E 03 0-235E 03 04556E 02
2.348 0.181E 03 0.235E 03 0.641E 02
-2.398 n0176E 3 0 200E 03 0 732E 02
2.448 0.157E 03 0.149E 03 0.572E 02
" "-------I--
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AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PHASE FOR THE THREE COMPONENTS OF MAGNFTIC FIELD AT WESTON FOR
OCT 1 TO DEC 22, 1960. H#OZL DENOTED BY 1,2,3. HRLY VALUES
FREQ POWERFI POWERF2 POWERF3
CPO GAMSQ/CPO GAMSQICPO GCAMSQCPD
.4iH .131E 03 0-!44E 03
2.548 0.133E 03 0.171E 03








































































































































































































































































AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PHA$F FOR THF THREE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FIELD AT WESTON FOR
OCT 1 TO DEC 22, 1960. HeDOZt DENOTED BY 1,t23. HRLY VALUES
FREQ POWERFi POWERF2 POWERF3
_CPD GAMSQ/CPO CAMSQ/CPn GACMSQ/CP
4,QQ96 0.260E 02 0.182RE 03 0.54 01
5.046 0.249E 02 0.152E 03 0.685E 01
5,096 0*29AF 02 0.175E 03 QSA1F 01
5.146 0.259E 02 0.135E 03 0.360E 01
5.196 0,42E 02 0*145E 03 0.280F 01
5.246 0.301E 02 O.137E 03 0.517E 01
5-296 0233F 02 0.17F 03 0.810F 01
5.346 0.250E 02 0.157E 03 0.109E 02
5-396 0.314E 02 0148E 03 0*150E 02
5.446 0.333E 02 0.157E 03 0.180E 02
5.496 0n339E 02 0.146E 03 0.147F 02
5.546 0.281E 02 0.142E 03 0.107E 02
5.596 0.249F 02 0.130E 03 0.148E 02
5.645 0.258E 02 0.130E 03 0.264E 02
a4 0,17AF 02 n,126A n n.287AF n0?
5.745 0.299E 02 0.137E 03 0.237E 02
5.795 0,399E 02 0,166F 03 n,168E 02
5.845 0.426E 02 0.148E 03 0.110E 02
5 089 0l316E 02 O0.191 03 0.174E 02
5.945 0.227E 02 0.182E 03 0.228E 02
5.295 0.1S1E 02 .123E 03 0.*24F 02
6.045 0.117E 02 0.162E 03 0.234E 02
6,095 O,t6E 02 0.168E 03 0.213F 02
6.145 0.127E 02 0.149E 03 0.133E 02
6195 0.237E 02 .168ER 03 0.715E o
6.245 0.245E 02 0.163E 03 0.967E 01
62944 ,5 231E 02 0 n16F n0 0,142F 02
6.345 0.199E 02 0.164E 03 0.178E 02
6.395 0.117E 02 0164F 03 O 227F 02
6.445 0.160E 02 0.221E 03 0.230E 02
6.495 0.175E 07 0.214E 03 0.182F 02
6.545 0.151E 02 0.184E 03 0.129E 02
6.595 n- 2TF n0 noenF nA n,127F 7
6.645 0.165E 02 0.164E 03 0.167E 02
6.95 0.237E F02 .1043 03 0.97F 02
6.745 0.266E 02 O.140E 03 0.143E 02
60795 0-247E 02 0,166 03 0.960E 01
6.845 0.228E 02 0.206E 03 0.155E 02
6:894 0.26, E 02 O.182E 03 0.1OF 02
6.944 0.298E 02 0.199E 03 O.108E 02
6.994 0,771E 02 0,.F2E 03 0,a49E 01
7,044 0.237E 02 O.156E 03 0.950E 01
7.094 0.46E 02 0.155F 03 O.749E 01
7,144 0.352E 02 0.163E 03 0.373E 01
7.14 O.388E 02 0*n,7F 03 0.355E 01
7.244 0.258E 02 0.147E 03 0.447E 01
7.29O4 0.6E 02 0.130E 03 0.582E 01
7.344 0.165E 02 0.157E 03 0.755E 01
7,394 O405E 02 0.61fE 03 O.829E 01
7.444 0.152E 02 0.175E 03 0.662E 01
AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PHASF FOR THE THREE C4nMPONENTS OF MAGNFTIC FIFLD AT WESTON FOR
OCT 1 TO DEC 22, 1960. H#0,Z, DENOTED BY 1,2,3. HRLY VALUES
FREQ POWERFi POWERF2 POWERF3
-CPO GAMSQ/CPO GAMSQ/ICP GAnMSQCPD
7.494 0n!05F 02 0. 10E 03 0,S2F 01
7.544 0.108E 02 0.174E 03 0.355E 01
7-r!4 0.132E 02 0.10E 03 0,483E 01
7,644 0*116E 02 0.136E 03 0.745E 01
7.694 0.03E 01 0.126E 03 OI03E 02
7.744 0.994E 01 0.142E 03 0.105E 02
7.794 0.964E 01 0,14~1 03 0.801F nO
7.844 0.112E 02 0.138E 03 0.976E 01
78944 0.107E 02 0n171E 03 0.134E 02
7.944 0.848E 01 0.170E 03 0.125E 02
7.994 0.4498E 0 0,178E 03 0123E 02
8.044 0.159E 02 0.185E 03 0.140E 02
8.094 0.241E 02 01T77 03 0-128E 02
-8.143 0.223E 02 0.185E 03 0.103E 02
8.193 0.e23 02 0.147, 03 0.105E 02
8.243 0.243E 02 0.152E 03 0.149E 02
8.293 0.195 02 0.156F 03 0n59EF 07
8.343 0.161E 02 O.144E 03 0.132E 02
8.193 0.1,tE 02 0.53E 03 0.1 E1 02
8.443 0.159E 02 0.171E 03 0.871E 01
.6493 0.2089 02 0.n490 03 O.004F 01
8.543 0.217E 02 O.171E 03 0.606E 01
8,4593 017iE 02 0n167E 03 0,1339F O
8.643 0.153E 02 0.165E 03 0.326E 01
A8-693 ~En3 02 0.127F 03 0,560F 01
8.743 0.156E 02 0.121E 03 0.603E 01
8.793 0.1OF 02 n0."28 03 0,t74E 01
8.843 0.223E 02 0.151E 03 0.898E 01
8.893 0.-90E 02 0.161F 03 0.619F 01
8.943 0.287E 02 0.163E 03 0.369E 01
8.993 0.208E 02 0.191E 03 0438EF 01
9.043 0.233E 02 0.164E 03 0.649E 01
9:093 0,721E 02 0.142E 03 0.871E 01
9.143 0.402E 02 0.149E 03 0.107E 02
90193 0n512E 0n2 -141E 0n3 n046E 02
9.243 0.506E 02 0.130E 03 0.150E 02
9-293 nn501E 02 0160EF 0a3 .t09E 02
9.343 0.471E 02 0.170E 03 0.681E 01
9:492 0611 02 0 3 .F 3 0.554 01
9.442 0.344E 02 0.165E 03 0.681E 01
94492 0.3049 02 0.160E 03 0.649F O0
9.542 0.362E 02 0.177E 03 0,574E 01
94592 0.433F 02 0.165E 03 O.6?F 01
9.642 0.416E 02 0.142E 03 0.804E 01
9:469 0*322E 02 0.153F 03 O,634F 01
9.742 0.237E 02 0.126E 03 0.323E 01
9 794 0.165 0 0.192 03 0=333E 01
9.842 0.168E 02 0.143E 03 0.445E 01
-- 9 892 :8tanE 02 n0124E 03 -0559F a
9.942 0.193E 02 0.134E 03 0.642E.01
AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PHASE FOR THW THRFF COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FIEn AT WFSTON FOR
OCT 1 TO DEC 22, 1960. HtOZ, DENOTED BY 1#2,3. HRLY VALUES
FREQ POWERFI POWERF2 POWERF3































































































































































AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PHASE FOR THE THRE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FIELD AT WESTON FOR
OCT 1 TO DEC 22, 1960. HOsZt OENOTED BY 1,2,3. HRLY VALUES
FREQ COH12 PHZI2 COH23 PHZ23 COH31 PHZ31
CPD
0. 0.27 180, 0,24 -0, 0o04 180.
0.050 0.43 145. 0.24 4. 0.38 122.
0.100 0.55 155. 0.46 70. 0.43 128.
0.150 0.44 170. 0.28 139. 0.35 60.
0200 0.33 136. 0031 1372, 0,69 61.
0.250 0.28 160. 0.37 10 5, 0.67 73.
0,300 0.44 162o 0,37 116. 0.46 56,
0.350 0.50 157. 0.25 111. 0.37 63.
0.400 0.61 tS4, 0,22 Q1, 0.37 R1,
0.450 0.51 132. 0.38 61. 0.25 45.
0.500 0.19 194. 0.26 100, 0.20 -8,
0.550 0.42 150. 0.28 113. 0.44 -17.
0.600 0,47 135- 0,29 137. 0,55 -10.
0.649 0.38 149. 0.46 167. 0.10 1.
0,699 0.38 162a 033 147s 0.6A 1..
0.749 0.39 166. 0.27 161. 0.58 -24.
0,799 0.08 -116, 0,14 156, 0,74 -22.
0.849 0.27 -115. 0.36 92. 0.73 -4.
0,899 0,32 -176a 0.49 133. 0,70 -7.
0.949 0.22 -116. 0.35 110. 0.57 25.
O,Q99 0,37 -121, 0,44 Q94, ,63 32.
1.049 0.37 -151. 0.47 110. 0.70 190
1,099 0.20 -14,. 0.45 134. 0.77 7.
1.149 0.17 -18. 0.27 78. 0.71 -10.
1.199 0.49 -63. 0,51 a6, 0,79 -9,
1.249 0.37 -127. 0.40 111. 0.73 9.
1,299 0.*3 -168, 0.32 103a 0,72 17.
1.349 0.51 -170. 0.54 127. 0.78 23.
1,*99 0,47 170, 0,24 146. O,81 18.
1.449 0.33 166. 0.29 136. 0.79 16.
1.499 0.54 145. 0.19 179. 0.74 2?.
1.549 0.36 101. 0.33 -152. 0.49 7.
1,599 0,25 -16., 0.47 16. 0.24 IS.
1.649 0.65 -171. 0.51 138. 0.59 4.
1.699 0,59 176, 0,28 1S0, 0-57 24.
1.749 0.50 149. 0.33 95. 0.41 61.
1-799 0.40 124, 0.43 120. 0,29 109.
1.849 0.16 114. 0.24 175. 0.06 67.
-1.898 0.19 -18. 0.27 68. 0.44 -37.
1.948 0.59 -95. 0.43 104. 0.64 -45.
1.998 0,64 -93. 0.38 117. 0.67 -44.
2.048 0.53 -81. 0.46 117. 0.58 -35.
2.098 0.27 -144. 0-66 137. 0-49 3.
2.148 0.13 108. 0.38 167. 0.48 17.
2.198 0.05 6. 0.28 157. 0.45 23.
2.248 0.17 62. 0.37 162. 0.38 34.
2.298 0.27 -46, 0.20 132. 0.43 37.
2.348 0.18 -99. 0.23 118. 0.58 22.
2,398 0.12 -1. 0,20 174. 0.64 25.
2.448 0.32 -62. 0.06 95. 0.53 31.
AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PHASE FOR THE THREE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FIELf AT WESTON FOR
OCT 1 TO DEC 22t 1960. H,0,Zt DENOTED BY 1,2,3. HRLY VALUES
FREQ COH12 PHZI2 COH23 PHZ23 COH31 PHZ31
CFo
2.498 0.16 -27. 0.34 138. 0.30 48.
2.548 0.38 -43. 0.34 148. 0.34 62.
2.598 0.20 -119. 0.40 142. 0.34 81.
2.648 0.08 -121. 0.24 126. 0.41 114.


































































































































































































































































AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PHASE FOR THE THREE COMPONENTI OF MAGNETIC _ED AT WFSTON FOR
OCT 1 TO DEC 22, 1960. HZtl, DENOTED BY 1,2,3. HRLY VALUES
FREQ COH12 PHZ12 COH23 PHZ23 COH31 PHZ31
CP_
































































































































































































































































































AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PHASF FOR THE THRE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FITFL AT WESTON FOR
OCT I TO DEC 229 1960. HtDtZ, DENOTED BY 1,23. HRLY VALUES
FREQ COH12 PHZ12 COH23 PHZ23 COH31 PHZ31CPn
7.494 0.14 61. 0.12 -17. 0.25 -III.
7.544 0.25 -20. 0.25 105. 0.27 -78.
7.594 0.17 29. 0-48 -173. 0.44 -89.
7.644 0.31 3. 0.16 72. 0.58 -84.
7.694 0*36 -100o 0.33 155. 0.41 -9q.
7.744 0.05 166. 0.26 -116. 0.17 -158.










































































































































































































































AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PHASE FOR THE THREE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FIELD AT WESTON FOR
OCT 1 TO DEC 22, 1960. HtOtZ DENOTED BY 1,2,3. HRLY VALUES
FREQ COH12 PHZ12 COH23 PHZ23 COH31 PHZ31
CPD
9.992 0.28 2. 0.24 -177. 0.27 i6O.
10.042 0.11 -104. 0.28 130. 0.49 -142.
10.092 0.18 80. 0.28 136. 0.59 -137.
10.142 0.23 9. 0.05 -142. 0.68 -171.
10.192 0.04 -101. 0.06 149. 0.72 -171.
10.242 0.09 143. 0.18 -158. 0.44 -155.
10.292 0.13 120. 0.05 177. 0.09 154,
10.342 0.20 -7. 0.28 170. 0.24 140.
10.392 0.07 -13,. 0.-2 -105. 0.25 -178.
10.442 0.15 147. 0.21 41. 0.45 -141.
10.492 0.09 -133. 0,22 163, 0.64 -134.
10.542 0.19 -177. 0.29 -48. 0.65 -132.
10.592 0.06 -137. 0,17 41, 0.53 -136.
10.641 0.08 -51. 0.19 173. 0.15 179.
10,691 0.31 27. 0.06 -48, 0.39 29.
10.741 0.15 -82. 0.15 121. 0.53 -9.
10.791 0.15 146. 0,17 -70. 0453 -47,
10.841 0*24 -1. 0.08 17. 0.60 -88.
10.891 0.19 -115. 0-30 -140. 0.68 -96.
10.941 0.16 177. 0.24 -93. 0.49 -72.
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AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PHASE FOR Tn THREE COM PONErNTS OF MAGNETIC FIELD AT WESTON FOR
JAN I TO MAR 31 1961t HO,Z, DENOTED 8Y 1,2,3. HRLY VALUES
FREQ POWERF1 POWERF2 POWERF3
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AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
CPHASE FOR T THRnnEE CPOfNENTS OF AGNETIC FIELD AT WESTON FOR
JAN I TO MAR 31 1961, H,0,Z, DENOTED BY 1,2,3. HRLY VALUES
FREQ POWERF1 POWERF2 POWERF3
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AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PHASE FOR !"E THREE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FIELD AT WESTON FOR
JAN 1 TO MAR 31 1961, HvOtZ, DENOTED BY 1,2,3. HRLY VALUES




























































































































































































































AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PiASE FOR TE THREE COMPrNENTS OF MAGNETC FIELD AT WESTON FOR
JAN L TO MAR 31 1961, HtDt,Z, DENOTED BY 1,2,3. HRLY VALUES
FREQ POWERF1 POWERF2 POWERF3






















































































































































































































AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY .AMPLITUDE AND
PrrASEr FOR THE TRee COPONeNTS OF ,AGNEIC FIELD AT WESf,,N FOR
JAN 1 TO MAR 31 1961, H,DZ, DENOTED BY 1,2,3. HRLY VALUES
FREQ POWERFL POWERF2 POWERF3
CPO -,AMSQiCP GAMSQ/CPB GASQ/CPD"
..*992 0.31E 01 01 .6I 01 0.333 02
10.042 0.345E 01 0,643E 01 0.394E 02
1.0.592 0.33t01.t o4.;1t 01 0.3606 02
10.142 0.333E 01 0.385E 01 0.279E 02
I0.9L2L U-,9o 1 0u.250 2 E 1 0.251E 02
10.242 0.131E 01 0132E O.132 01 0.226E 02
io.292 .156E o1 0.118 1 0.333E 02
10.342 0.242E 01 0.357E 01 0.332E 02
1.392 0.222E 01 0.469E 0i .19iE1 02
10.442 0.259E 01 0.296E 01 0.201E 02
1t0.42 0u.359E o1 0.203C 0i u.922 v02
10.542 0.281E 01 0.359E 01 0.216E 02
10.592 .1 67E 01 0.7021 O 0.L251E 02V
10.641 0.179E 01 0.746E 01 0.223E 02
,1.691 ... 12 01 0.516E 0" 0.1202 02
10.741 0.233E 01 0.469E 01 0.264E 02
1i0.?9i 0.223E O 0.,464E 01 0.302E 02
10.841 0.229E 01 0.336E 01 0.315E 02
10.941 0.154E 01 0.250E 01 0.206E 02
10-99 o.186e e1 e.2eeE 0t 0.219 02
11.041 0.227E 01 0.222E 01 0.358E 02
11.091 0.247 ' 1 0.41.. 01 0.363E 02
11.141 0.216E 01 0.454E 01 0.301E 02
1.191 0.*280 01 0.334E 01 0.2802 02
11.241 0.263E 01 0.313E 01 0.161E 02
11.291 0~*l65E 1 .2ze5E 01 .250E 02
11.341 0.216E 01 0.270E 01 0.287E 02
S.1 391 .O260 01 0.457E 01 0.217E 02
11.441 0.195E 01 0.577E 01 0.152E 02
11.491 0.163E 01 0.452 01 O.19E 02
11.541 0.316E 01 0.385E 01 0.160E 02
11.641 0.116E 01 0.209E 01 0.237E 02
11.691 0.1372 01 0*159 01 0.141E 02
11.741 0.2616 01 0.255E 01 0.187E 02
i.,791 U. I9iE o1 .353;. v 0.2582 02
11.841 0.115E 01 0.308E 01 0.326E 02
11.940 0.238E 01 0.487E 01 0.280E 02
1i.990 .220E 01t 0.599 01" O.12 02
AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUOE AND
PHASE FOR THE THREE CepONENTS OF 4AGNETiC FIELD AT WESTON FOR
JAN 1 TO MAR 31 1961, HODZ, DENOTED BY 1,2,3. HRLY VALUES
FREQ COH12 PHZ12 COH23 PHZ23 COH31 PHZ31
CPS
0.050 0.70



































































































































































































































AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
rPASE FOR THE THREE COMPOENS O AGETruC FELD ur WESTi r FOR
JAN 1 TO MAR 31 1961, HtZti, DENOTED BY 1,2,3. HRLY VALUES
FREQ COH12 PHZ12 COH23 PHZ23 COH31 PHZ31
CPO
































































































































































































































AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA ANO COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PnASE run THE "HREinE COMPOeE;fTS rF MA6N;ETrC. FIELD AT WESTON FeR
JAN 1 TO MAR 31 1961, HtD,OL DENOTED BY 1,2,3. HRLY VALUES
FREQ COH12 PHZ12 COH23 PHZ23 COH3L PHZ31
CPO
4.996 0.66 150. 0.17 153. 0.23 52.
5.046 0.38 -126. 0.22 137. 0.16 171.
5.096 0.46 79. 0.35 152. 0.18 00.
5.146 0.45 -84. 0.20 177.. 0.17 -75.
5.196 0.42 -380. 0.27 -163. 0.07 127.
5.246 0.28 -37. 0.30 175. 0.30 -116.
5.296 0.35 -88. 0.12 97. 0.41 -125.
5.346 0.53 -94. 0.20 5. 0.27 -175.
5.396 0.31 -6. 0.17 99. 0.32 174.
5.446 0.36 -65. 0.11 -147o 0.10 45.
5.496 0.69 -82. 0.34 44. 0.42 31.
5.546 0.67 -97. 0.30 58. 0.35 45.
5.596 0.45 -142. 0.32 64. 0.26 91.
5.645 0.19 62. 0.51 38. 0.23 51.
5.695 0.50 21. 0.5S 26. 0.25 9.
5.745 0.41 135. 0.24 -7. 0.30 -8.
5.795 0.30 163. 0.34 40. 0.10 6.
5.845 0.09 168o 0.41 -59. 0.31 -162.
5.895 0.55 110. 0.49 -121. 0.24 63.
5.945 0.67 114. 0.24 -155. 0.31 52.
5.995 e.42 175. 0.10 135. 0.12 117.
6.045 0.64 -145. 0.17 176. 0.11 -136.
6.095 0.56 -174 0.47 114. 0.28 51.
6.145 0.50 -161. 0.55 93. 0.29 28.
6.195 0.47 44. 0.28 127. 0.39 1.
6.245 0.20 -99. 0.40 .143. 0.41 -12.
6.295 0.13 9. 0.20 168. 0.12 70.
6.345 0.09 48. 0.36 -123. 0.14 93.
6.395 0.3 105. 0.37 159. 0.60 69.
6.445 0.66 109. 0.648 142. 0.49 78.
6.495 0.67 35. 0.08 131. 0.06 70.
6.545 0.08 16. 0.20 58. 0.14 88.
6.595 0.49 166. 0.31 24. 0.27 iii.
6,645 0.12 75. 0.24 -65. 0.05 135.
6.69 0 .14 16. 0.09 34. 0.07 -70.
6.745 0.36 -130. 0.25 -164. 0.10 -66.
6795 018 -136, .71 -1. 0.33 -59.
6.845 0.43 -105. 0.52 164. 0.53 -32.
6.944 0.20 -144. 0.39 -148. 0.22 137.
.o994 0.31 108. 0.30 -138. 0.1 1370
7.044 0.19 810 0.10 2. 0.08 -143.
,094 o17 165. 0.19 12. 0.26 -168.
7.144 0.58 147. 0.40 -38. 0.39 -94.
7.194 0.34 146. 0.4i2 -73 0.36 -85
7.244 0.34 -14. 0.16 -107. 0.51 -170.
7.294 0.56 55. 0.18 121.0 0.52 -177.
7.344 0.30 121. 0.40 63. 0.25 80.
7.394 0.33 167. 0.46 34. 0017 75.
7.444 0.47 74. 0.16 -153. 0.31 154.
AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PHASE FOR THE THR'EEC0MNEPO;;S OF "A6NETIC "IE' e AT WESf"" FOR
JAN 1 TO MAR 31 1961, HOtZ, DENOTED BY 12,3. HRLY VALUES
FREQ COH12 PHZ12 COH23 PHZ23 COH31 PHZ31
cPD
7.494 0.63 65. 0.12 -162. .12 166.
7.544 0.19 28. 0.35 -33. 0.11 98.
7.594 0.13 138. 0.45 9. 0.17 111.
7.644 0.51 158. 0.37 -91. 0.22 158.
7.694 0.21 -72. 0.26 -129. 0.36 -166.
7.744 0.25 -68. 0.22 -108. 0.38 -135.
7.794 0.32 -148. 0.12 -79. 0.26 -136.
7.844 0.30 129. 0.22 21. 0.29 -159.
7.94 .23 17. 0.25 30. 0.41 -122.
7.944 0.26 -175. 0.30 -119. 0.13 -128.
7.994 0.40 81. 0.26 171. 0.24 168.
8.044 0.17 76. 0.53 112. 0.32 -174.
.0.94 0.08 17. 0.40 1 03. 0.07 154.
8.143 0.31 98. 0.18 66. 0.19 -73.
8.193 0.44 16;2. 0.13 5. 0.20 138.
8.243 0.13 -110. 0.41 -40. 0.15 -144.
8.293 0.05 97. 0.34 -46. 0.0 149.
8.343 0.47 164. 0.21 -61. 0.32 172.
8.393 0.13 175. 0.32 95. 0.,46 176.
8.443 0.14 -46. 0.40 -114. 0.45 175.
8.493 0.43 117. 0.30 94. 0.55 179.
8.543 0.17 -70. 0.40 -54. 0.32 155.
0.593 0.27 13. 0.32 66. 0.29 129.
8.643 0.37 19. 0.11 61. 0.12 102.
8.693 0.10 56. 0.22 43. 0.12 13.
8.743 0.17 19. 0.19 37. 0.09 101.
0.93 0.33 41. 0.12 24. 0.16 113.
8.843 0.17 96. 0.08 -150. 0.20 -59.
8.093 0.43 42. 0.1,0 113. 0.23 -144.
8.943 0.48 8. 0.07 -84. 0.40 175.
9.043 0.50 -174. 0.18 -98. 0.07 134.
9.093 0.21 64. .0.37 122. 0.36 164.
9.143 0.46 -27. 0.49 -122. 0.52 174.
S-01-93 0.50 1. 0.32 -15. 0.43 132.
9.243 0.24 -162. 0.39 -87. 0.21 125.
9.0293 0.38 10f1 0. 5 -108. 0.08 -21.
9.343 0.04 -38. 0.31 -146. 0.27 -25.
9.392 0.29 12. 0.17 151. 026 -37
9.442 0.52 86. 0.45 66. 0.10 27.
9.,99 0.50 58. 0.15 -7. 0.29 57.
9,542 0.50 62. 0.33 -58. 0.36 -5.
9.592 0.42 123. 0.38 -51. 0.29 -60.
9.642 0.20 -140. 0.41 -83. 0.22 -119.
9."92 0.33 146. 0.31 -91. 013 -110.
9.742 0.71 -162. 0.20 -168. 0.29 -5.
9.7192 0.4 --4 . 0.28 -155- 029 3
9.842 0.27 171. 0.38 -165. 0.17 -136.
9.942 0.25 178. 0.36 142. 0.13 -137.
AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PHASE FOR THE THREE COMPONENTS OF MAG64EVIC HIELD AT WESVON FORl
JAN 1 TO MAR 31 1961, HtDtZ, OENOTED BY 1,293. HRLY VALUES
FREQ COH12 PHZI2 COH23 PHZ23 COH31 PHZ31
CPO
9.992 0.23 34. 0.15 165. 0.17 100.
10.042 0.23 8. 0.08 -149. 0.39 -69.
e10.092 0.1V 15. .27 120. 0.19 -6.
10.142 0.18 139. 0.44 -163. 0.13 -168.
10.19 0.12 57. 0.50 100. 0.40 64.
10.242 0.73 -33. 0.45 75. 0.65 -60.
0.292 0.55 -0. 0.32 -94. 0.20 92.
10.342 0.28 -2. 0.35 -100. 0.33 121.
10.39 0.35 -58. 0.33 -64. 0.14 163.
10.442 0.56 -104. 0.41 -30. 0.13 -117.
10.49 0.20 -132. 049 -52. o.19 -59.
10.542 0.15 58. 0.0 -113. 0.28 -28.
10.592 0.16 122. 054 -143. 0.24 -14.
10.641 0.23 178. 0.52 -173. 0.27 21.
10.691 0.30 -12. 0.30 140. 0.25 00.
10.741 0.41 -34. 0.52 117. 0.24 -139.





















































































































AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PHASE FOR THE THREE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FIELD AT WESTON FOR
APR 1 TO JUN 22, 1961. H,0DZ DENOTED BY 1,2,3. HRLY VALUES
FREQ POWERF1 POWERF2 POWERF3







































































































































































































AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PHASE FOR THE THREE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FIELD AT WESTON FOR
APR 1 TO JUN 22, 1961. HDtOZt DENOTED BY 1,t23. HRLY VALUES
FREQ POWERF1 POWERF2 POWERF3
CPO GAMSQ/CPD GAMSQ/CPD GAMSQ/CPD
2.498 0.319E 02 0.141E 02 0.404E 02
2.548 0.246E 02 0.189E 02 0.351E 02
2.598 0.185E 02 0.263E 02 0.202E 02
2.648 0.208E 02 0.283E 02 0.174E 02
2.698 0.268 02 0.239E 02 0.179E 02
2.748 0.291E 02 0.165E 02 0.258E 02
2.798 0.378E 02 0.218E 02 0.206E 02
2.848 0.501E 02 0.269E 02 0.121E 02
2.898 0.354E 02 0.288E 02 0.211E 02
2.948 0.410E 02 0.668E 02 0.197E 02
2.998 0.993E 02 0.110E 03 0.137E 02
3.048 0.774E 02 0.703E 02 0.190E 02
3.098 0.377E 02 0.141E 02 0.153E 02
3.147 0.475E 02 0.855E 01 0.107E 02
3.197 0.495E 02 0.109E 02 0.181E 02
3.247 0.533E 02 0.136E 02 0.141E 02
3.297 0.449E 02 0.115E 02 0.699E 01
3.347 0.395E 02 0.669E 01 0.136E 02
3.397 0.365E 02 0.140E 02 0.167E 02
3.447 0.273E 02 0.192E 02 0.172E 02
3.497 0.299E 02 0.148E 02 0.206E 02
3.547 0.324E 02 0.164E 02 0.177E 02
3.597 0.233E 02 0.162E 02 0.126E 02
3.647 0.206E 02 0.132E 02 0.164E 02
3.697 0.245E 02 0.121E 02 0.147E 02
3.747 0.320E 02 0.110E 02 0.995E 01
3.797 0.305E 02 0.964E 01 0.142E 02
3.847 0.306E 02 0.116E 02 0.122E 02
3.897 0.368E 02 0.112E 02 0.123E 02
3.947 0.380E 02 0.957E 01 0.203E 02
3.997 0.379E 02 0.191E 02 0.169E 02
4.047 0.314E 02 0.203E 02 0.117E 02
4.097 0.324E 02 0.159E 02 0.1565 02
4.147 0.287E 02 0.136E 02 0.165E 02
4.197 0.273E 02 0.973E 01 0.138E 02
4.247 0.307E 02 0.104E 02 0.103E 02
4.297 0.241E 02y 0.133E 02 0.111E 02
4.347 0.259E 02 0.109E 02 0.1485 02
4.396 0.251E 02 0.115E S  02 0.166E 02
4.4;46 0.243E 02 0.1375 02 0.163E 02
4.496 0.266E 02 0.140E 02 0.146E 02
4.56 0.200E 02 0.130E 130E 02 0.124E 02
4.596 0.191E 02 0.875E 01 0.792E 01
4.646 0.235E 02 0.168E 02 0.108E 02
4.696 0.270E 02 0.187E 02 0.133E 02
4.746, 0.304E 02 0.211E 02 0.125E 02
4.796 0.282E 02 0.225E 02 0.143E 02
4.846 0.233E 02 0.127E 02 0.137E 02
4.896 0.203E 02 0.106E 02 0.105E 02




AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PHASE FOR THE THREE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FIELD AT WESTON FOR
APR 1 TO JUN 22, 1961. HOtZt DENOTED BY 1,2t3. HRLY VALUES
FREQ POWERF1 POWERF2 POWERF3
CPD GAMSQ/CPD GAMSQ/CPD GAMSQ/CPD
4*996 0207E 02 0.191E 02 0.121E 02
5.046 0.257E 02 0.191E 02 0.118E 02
5.096 0.239E 02 0.144E 02 0.769E 01
5.146 0.276E 02 0.129E 02 0.492E 01
5,196 0.292E 02 0.155E 02 0*619E 01
5.246 0.263E 02 0.136E 02 0.104E 02
5.296 0.289E 02 0.144E 02 0.129E 02
5.346 0.221E 02 0.188E 02 0.126E 02
5.396 0,211E 02 0.146E 02 0.993E 01
5.446 0.251E 02 0.101E 02 0.731E 01
5.496 0.226E 02 0.826E 01 0.858E 01
5.546 0.231E 02 0.631E 01 0.122E 02
5.596 0.237E 02 0.438E 01 0.131E 02
5.645 0.231E 02 0.415E 01 0.881E 01
5.695 0.232E 02 0.559E 01 0.644E 01
5.745 0.304E 02 0.749E 01 0.941E 01
5.795 0.410E 02 0.648E 01 0.912E 01
5.845 0.319E 02 0.799E 01 0.666E 01
5.895 0.226E 02 0.106E 02 0.753E 01
5.945 0.251E 02 0.123E 02 0.554E 01
5.995 0.263E 02 0.126E 02 0.504E 01
6.045 0.252E 02 0.107E 02 0.742E 01
6.095 0.244E 02 0.758E 01 0.619E 01
6.145 0.238E 02 0.720E 01 0.475E 01
6.195 0.225E 02 0.838E 01 0.733E 01
6.245 0.217E 02 0.775E 01 0.738E 01
6.295 0.229E 02 0.931E 01 0.631E 01
6.343 0.228E 02 0.128E 02 0.810E 01
6.395 0.188E 02 0.105E 02 0.5356 01
6.445 0.188E 02 0.805E 01 0.633E 01
6.495 0.227E 02 0.979E 01 0.104E 02
6.545 0.240E 02 0.129E 02 0.887E 01
6.5195 0.297E 02 0.137E 02 0.697E 01
6.645 0.307E 02 0.969E 01 0.988E 01
6.695 0.263E 02 0.648E 01 0.9316 01
6.745 0.247E 02 0.374E 01 0.727E 01
6.795 0.233E 02 0.406E 01 0.843E 01
6.845 0.239E 02 0.421E 01 0.762E 01
6.894 0.193E 02 0.514E 01 0.528E 01
6.944 0.2186 02 0.499E 01 0.440E 01
6.994 0.198E 02 0.639E 01 0.738E 01
7.044 0.263E 02 0.102E 02 0.693E 01
7.094 0.292E 02 0.125E 02 0.778E 01
7,144 0.229E 02 0.103E 02 0.895E 01
7.194 0.286E 02 0.756E 01 0.691E 01
7.244 0.244E 02 0.549E 01 0.751E 01
7.294 0.218E 02 0.507E 01 0.746E 01
7.344 0.211E 02 0.643E 01 0.595E 01
7.394 0.207E 02 0.423E 01 0.532E 01
7.444 0.221E 02 0.521E 01 0.604E 01
AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PHASE FOR THE THREE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FIELD AT WESTON FOR
APR 1 TO JUN 22t 1961. HDOZ, DENOTED BY 1,23. HRLY VALUES
FREQ POWERF1 POWERF2 POWERF3
CPO GAMSQ/CPO GAMSQ/CPO GAMSQ/CPD
7.*494 0.180E 02 0.769E 01 0.564E 01
7.544 0.196E 02 0.858E 01 0.670E 01
7*594 0*231E 02 0.105E 02 0.882E 01
7.644 0.232E 02 0.912E 01 0.703E 01
7.694 0.260E 02 0.617E 01 0.6676 01
7.744 0.257E 02 0.600E 01 0.861E 01
7.794 0.242E 02 0.953E 01 0.659E 01
7.844 0.227E 02 0.108E 02 0.521E 01
7.894 0.227E 02 0.704E 01 0.811E 01
7.944 0.244E 02 0.606E 01 0.719E 01
7.994 0.236E 02 0.868E 01 0.630E 01
8.044 0.251E 02 0.968E 01 0.781E 01
8.094 0.256E 02 0.998E 01 0.584E 01
8.143 0.230E 02 0.890E 01 0.587E 01
8.193 0.2306 02 0.671E 01 0.780E 01
8.243 0.243E 02 0.630E 01 0.627E 01
8.293 0.223E 02 0.668E 01 0.470E 01
8.343 0.212E 02 0.615E 01 0.589E 01
8.393 0.225E 02 0.501E 01 0.543E 01
8.443 0.232E 02 0.601E 01 0.454E 01
8.49,3 0.216E 02 0.657E 01 0.655E 01
8.543 0.212E 02 0.489E 01 0.690E 01
8.593 0.259E 02 0.805E 01 0.519E 01
8.643 0.254E 02 0.112E 02 0.714E 01
8.693 0.214E 02 0.102E 02 0.640E 01
8.743 0.226E 02 0.766E 01 0.432E 01
8.793 0.242E 02 0.522E 01 0.720E 01
8.843 0.221E 02 0.647E 01 0.630E 01
8.8e3 0.199E 02 0.728E 01 0.395E 01
8.943 0.215E 02 0.767E 01 0.728E 01
8.993 0.222E 02 0.766E 01 0.895E 01
9.043 0.196E 02 0.754E 01 0.589e 01
9.093 0.201E 02 0.606E 01 0.516E 01
9.143 0.176E 02 0.699E 01 0.647E 01
9.193 0.175E 02 0.106E 02 0.592E 01
9.243 0.214E 02 0.897E 01 0.660E 01
9.293 0.224E 02 0.498E 01 0.668E 01
9.343 0.223E 02 0.591E 01 0.523 01
9.392 0.236E 02 0.836E 01 0.683E 01
9.442 0.240E 02 0.803E 01 0.717E 01
9.492 0.208E 02 0.636E 01 0.468E 01
9.542 0.193E 02 0.532E 01 0.5876 01
9.592 0.222E 02 0.525E 01 0.630E 01
9.642 0.227E 02 0.532E 01 0.552E 01
9.692 0.227E 02 0.593E 01 0.816E 01
9.742 0.234E 02 0.654E 01 0.734E 01
9.792 0.226E 02 0.487E 01 0.642E 01
9.842 0.230E 02 0.398E 01 0.709E 01
9.892 0.213E 02 0.403E 01 0.508E 01
9.942 0.200E 02 0.524E 01 0.457E 01
70
AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PHASE FOR THE THREE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FIELD AT WESTON FOR
APR 1 TO JUN 22s 1961. HDtZ, DENOTED BY 1,2#3. HRLY VALUES
FREQ POWERF1 POWERF2 POWERF3
CPO GAMSQ/CPOD GAMSQ/CPO GAMSQ/CPD
















































































































































































































































AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PHASE FOR THE THREE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FIELD AT WESTON FOR
APR 1 TO JUN 22, 1961. HeDZ, DENOTED BY 1,2,3. HRLY VALUES






















































































































































































































































































































AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PHASE FOR THE THREE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FIELD AT WESTON FOR
APR 1 TO JUN 22, 1961. HtOtZ, OENOTED BY 1,2,3. HRLY VALUES
FREQ COH12 PHZ12 COH23 PHZ23 COH31 PHZ31
CPO
2.498 0.55 -38. 0.08 -98. 0.15 33.
2.548 0.41 -31. 0.29 -131. 0.I5 -67.
2.598 0.29 34. 0.31 -91. 0.30 47.
2.648 0.09 -3. 0.24 76. 0.18 -39.
2.698 0.06 -133. 0.30 118. 0.11 -54.
2.748 0.10 -89. 0.27 125. 0.20 62.
2.798 0.32 -40. 0.22 64. 0.27 122.
2.848 0.27 -127. 0.31 146. 0.18 1.
2.898 0.29 -119. 0.59 -172. 0.15 2.
2.948 0.64 -88. 0.29 153. 0.20 107.
2.998 0.84 -93. 0.45 81. 0.42 27.
3.048 0.82 -90. 0.13 91. 0.35 28.
3.098 0.41 -96. 0.43 -120. 0.21 6.
3.147 0.35 -96. 0.10 103. 0.44 -17.
3.197 0.53 -111. 0.25 64. 0.39 36.
3.247 0.44 -89. 0.10 -4. 0.44 78.
3.297 0.49 -40. 0.33 -67. 0.34 79.
3.347 0.43 4. 0.43 -67. 0.36 53.
3.397 0.33 68. 0.48 -110. 0.36 49.
3.447 0.14 147. 0.62 -136. 0.34 -2.
3.497 0.19 -31. 0.67 -135. 0.27 -12.
3.547 0.35 2. 0.50 -78. 0.27 42.
3.597 0.07 28. 0.42 -67. 0.34 22.
3.647 0.23 -68. 0.22 -139. 0.24 6.
3.697 0.08 -49. 0.20 99. 0.18 83.
3.747 0.15 -12. 0.24 -138. 0.41 100.
3.797 0.28 -34. 0.31 -156. 0.30 67.
3.847 0.28 -122. 0.24 68. 0,21 12.
3.897 0.33 -125. 0.13 -12. 0.48 30.
3.947 0.50 -120. 0.19 -140. 0.23 21.
3.997 0.48 -102. 0.05 29. 0.20 -59.
4.047 0i.40 -93. 0.12- -30. 0.34 -57.
4.097 0.4 -58. 0.24 -172. 0.21 -102.
4.2*47 0. 9 -30. 0.44 140. 0.15 -33.
4.197 0.34 35. 0.33 -176. 0.06 128.
4.247 0'.41 45. 0.59 -143. 0.25 112.
4.297 0.15 1. 0.37 -49. 0.45 69.
4.347 0.03 -7. 0.42 -36. 0.36 57.
4.396 0.10 18. 0.25 97. 0.54 3.
4.446 0.25 -64. 0.36 70. 0.57 -7.
4.496 0.05 -7. 0.24 -108. 0.32 -31.
4.546 0.01 -10. 0.44 -132. 0.31 -52.
4.596 0.37 -44. 0.47 150. 0.15 -113.
4.646 0.42 -2.' 0.70 -162. 0.09 170.
4.696 0.42 2. 0.66 -154. 0.04 157.
4.746 0.27 34. 0.27 -112. 0.30 16.
4.796 0.11 47. 0.49 -92. 0.37 0.
4.846 0.10 -6. 0,33 -118. 0.37 -42.
4.896 0.15 147. 0.23 -169. 0.59 -32.
4.946 0.24 -104. 0.46 -132. 0.34 -99.
73
AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PHASE FOR THE THREE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FIELD AT WESTON FOR
APR 1 TO JUN 22, 1961. H*D,Z, DENOTED BY 1,2,3. HRLY VALUES
FREQ COH12 PHZ12 COH23 PHZ23 COH31,PHZ31
CPO
4.996 0.19 -160. 0.37 -140. 0.32 -111.
5.046 0.13 -107. 0.29 -120. 0.08 -158.
5.096 0.45 -39. 0.46 -98. 0.22 -178.
5.146 0.30 -40. 0.15 -119. 0.11 33.
5.106 0.35 -16. 0.21 -145. 0.44 99.
5.246 0.28 73. 0.42 -123. 0.28 34.
9.2,96 0.41 117. 0.30 -130. 0.43 9.
5.346 0.11 128. 0.39 -132. 0.20 20.
5.396 0.34 -133. 0.49 -116. 0.09 -82.
5.446 0.23 -87. 0.32 -142. 0.17 -99.
5.496 0.32 -54. 0.13 -139. 0.26 -84.
5.546 0.37 -55. 0.20 -92. 0.14 -146.
5.5,96 0.62 -13. 0.34 -153. 0.22 157.
5.645 0.49 7. 0.33 161. 0.09 125.
5.695 0.31 11. 0.13 135. 0.42 61.
5.745 0.32 35. 0.25 151. 0.43 114.
5.795 0.24 79. 0.46 142. 0.19 93.
5,845 0.20 -126. 0.20 163. 0.43 12.
5.895 0.43 -55. 0.43 -170. 0.04 103.






















































































































































































































AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PHASE FOR THE THREE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FIELO AT WESTON FOR
APR 1 TO JUN 22t 1961. HD.Zt, DENOTED BY 1.2,3. HRLY VALUES
















































































































































































































































































































AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PHASE FOR THE THREE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FIELD AT WESTON FOR
APR 1 TO JUN 22t 1961. HDtZt, DENOTED BY 1#2,3. HRLY VALUES




























































































































































































































































AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PHASFE FOR THF THREE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FIELD AT WESTON_ FO 
_
JUL 1 TO SEPT 21, 1961. H0,*Z, DENOTED BY 1t,23. HRLY VALUES
FREQ POWERF1 POWERF2 POWERF3
CPO GAMSQ/CPO GAMSQ/CPO GAMSQ/CPO






















































































































































































































































































AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PHASE FOR THE THREE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FIELO AT WESTON FOR
JUL 1 TO SEPT 21, 1961. HDOtZ DENOTED BY 1#2,3. HRLY VALUES
FREQ POWERFi POWERF2 POWERF3
CPO GANSQ/CPD GAMSQICPD GAMqQ/CPD
S2.498 0.239E 02 0.441E 02 0.L112F 03
2.548 0.352E 02 0.361E 02 0.650E 02
2.S598 0574F 02 0, 60F 02 0O,120 03
2.648 0.532E 02 0.283E 02 0.121E 03
2*698 0,41TF 02 0.482E 02 0o782E 02
2.748 0*394E 02 0.470E 02 0.111E 03
2,798 0.405F 02 .393Eo 02 0oQnO 02
2.848 0.393E 02 0.564E 02 0.566E 02
2.388 O.416F 02 0.RAF 02 0,948E 02
2.948 0.838E 02 0.275E 03 0.997E 02
2,998 0O1568 03 0,349F 03 0.658F 02
3.048 0.178E 03 0.172E 03 0.133E 03
3.098 0,107. 03 0532F 02 0o134E 03
3.147 0.449E 02 0.440E 02 0.798E 02
3.197 059s7F 0 0,545F 02 0.839F 02
3.247 0.503E 02 0.406E 02 0.863E 02
3,297 0.478F 02 0.486E 02 0.683E 02
3.347 0.570E 02 0.472E 02 0.947E 02
3.397 0.*Q9E 02 0.308E 02 0,314E 03
3.447 0.259E 02 0.279E 02 0.696E 02
3.497 021A8E 02 0.208aF 02 0.702E 02
3.547 0.204E 02 0.206E 02 0.741E 02
3,597 0.463F 02 0. 08E 02 0,114F 03
3.647 0.478E 02 0.213E 02 0.117E 03
3.697 0.287E 02 0.215E 02 0.864E 02
3.747 0.335E 02 0.231E 02 0.899E 02
3.747 0 231F 02 0.RAOF 01 n.557F 02
3.847 0.122E 02 0.167E 02 0.453E 02
13897 0.23e 02 0,429F 2 0.911F 07
3.947 0.301E 02 0.389E 02 0.884E 02
3,497 0.170F 02 0.l78F 02 Q,409F 02
4.047 0.138E 02 0.182E 02 0.405E 02
4.097 0,90nF . 0A,161F 02 0,415E 02
4.147 0.772E 01 0.162E 02 0.378E 02
4.197 0.11QF 02 Oit94 03 0.447F 02
4.247 0.181E 02 0.144E 02 0.378E 02
4.297 0.a60F 02 0.390E 02 0.314E 02
4.347 0.125E 02 0.380E 02 0.429E 02
4.396 0,142F 02 0.845F 01 0.457E 02
4.446 0.193E 02 0.171E 02 0.426E 02
4,496 0.195E 02 0.221E 02 0,313E 02
4.546 0.188E 02 0.157E 02 0.224E 02
4.596 0.196E 02 0.195E 02 0.215F 02
4*646 0.147E 02 0.248E 02 0.276E 02
4.696 0.258E 02 0.262E 02 0.295E 02
4.746 0.269E 02 0.281E 02 0.347E 02
4.796 0.112E 02 0.289F 02 0.348E 02
4.846 0.938E 01 0.290E 02 0.221E 02
4,896 0.193E 02 0.223E 02 0.272F 02
4.946 0.183E 02 0.196E 02 0.277E 02
AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PHASF FOR THE THRFE CCMPONFNTS OF MAGNFTIC FIEL AT WFSTON FfR
JUL 1 TO SEPT 21, 1961. HDOLtZ OENOTED BY 1,2t3. HRLY VALUES
FREQ POWERF1 POWERF2 POWERF3
CPn GAMSQ/CPD GAMSQ/CPD GAMSQ/CPO




































































































































































































































































AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PHASE FOR THE THREE COMPONENTS OF MAGNFTIC FIELD AT WEFSTON FrR
JUL 1 TO SEPT 21, 1961. H,O,Z, DENOTED 8Y 1#2,3. HRLY VALUES
FREQ POWERF1 POWERF2 POWERF3
CPD GAMSQ/CPD GAMSQ/CPn GAMSQ/CPD
7.494 l,133E 02 0,875F C0 0,371F 01
7.544 0.149E 02 0.724E 01 0.514E 01
7.594 0,102F 02 0'58RRF (1 0-556F 01
7.644 0.775E 01 0.624E 01 0.592E 01
7.64 007382E 01 a89 0 01 .491F 01
7.744 0.676E 01 0.113E 02 0.816E 01
7.794 0.867F 0l O0inEF 02 0.149E 02
7.844 0*729E 01 0.977E 01 0.114E 02
7,864 0.13F Ot 8,Rn06 01 0.35F 01
7.944 0.404E 01 0.881E 01 0.592E 01
7a994 O.300E 01 0.716F 01 0.647F 01
8.044 0.277E 01 0.497E 01 0.417E 01
8.094 0,380F 01 0.972E 01 0,347E 01
8.143 0.405E 01 0796E 96 01 0.388E 01
8.193 O,260F Of 0.4R9F 01 0.356F 01
8.243 0.457E 01 0.400E 01 0.403E 01
8.293 0,58QF 01 0-543E 01 0,628E 01
8.343 0.500E 01 0.897E 01 0.530E 01
8,393 0*523E 01 0.830F 01 0-422F 01
8.443 0.594E 01 0.868E 01 0.606E 01
8,.49, 0-822F 01 0o104F 02 0.50nF 01
8.543 0.972E 01 0.756E 01 0.463E 01
8, 93 0.I0EF 02 0.900F 01 0.523E 01
8.643 0.944E 01 0.983E 01 0.538E 01
8A693 0.7)18 01 0.684R 01 0.513E 01
8.743 0.573E 01 0.774E 01 0.349E 01
8,793 0.a719 01 0717F at n0.53F 01
8.843 0.597E 01 0.449E 01 0.459E 01
8.893 0.3939 01 0.409E 01 0,264F 01
8.943 0.545E 01 0.426E 01 0.381E 01
8_,993 0,3175E 01 0,446F 01 0.449E 01
9.043 0.251E 01 0.471E 01 0.322E 01
9.093 0-E56A ,01 0.Q8F 01 ,44E 01
9.143 0.485E 01 0.767E 01 0.398E 01
Q-193 0,4F Ot 0.360AF 01 0.161F O0
9.243 0.598E 01 0.474E 01 0.483E 01
4,293 0.488F 01 Q.450 01 0.582?F 01
9.343 0.442E 01 0.406E 01 0.339E 01
9.392 0,461F 01 Q.394F 01 0,431E 01
9.442 0.126E 02 0.647E 01 0.703E 01
Q4.92 0,10OF 02 0.706F 01 ,494E 01
9.542 0.263E 01 0.513E 01 0.551E 01
9592 075 O 0.517 O Q0.936E 01
9.642 0.678E 01 0.408E 01 0.854E 01
4-692 O.RT7E 01 O.391F 01 0.67TE 01
9.742 0.752E 01 0.458E 01 0.702E 01
9.792 0-786F t1 0.476E 01 0816E 01
9.842 0.981E 01 0.399E 01 0.787E 01
9,892 0.724E 01 0.304F 01 0.706E 01
9.942 0.333E 01 0.364E 01 0.110E 02
AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PHASE FOR THE THREE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FIELD AT WESTON FOR
JUL 1 TO SEPT 21, 1961. HOtZ, DENOTED BY 1,2,3. HRLY VALUES
FREQ POWERF1 POWERF2 POWERF3


























































































































































































AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PHASE FOR THE THRFF COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FIELD AT WESTON FOR
JUL 1 TO SEPT 21, 1961. HlZ0,1 DENOTED BY 1,2,3. HRLY VALUES
FREQ COH12 PHZI2 COH23 PHZ23 COH31 PHZ31
CPn



































































































































































































































AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PHASF FOR THE THRFF COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FIELD AT WESTON FOR
JUL 1 TO SEPT 21, 1961. H#OtZt DENOTED BY 1,2,3. HRLY VALUES
FREQ COH12 PHZ12 COH23 PHZ23 COH31 PHZ31
2.498 0.47 1!52 0,66 -164. 0.76 1,
2.548 0.41 124. 0.68 -135. 0.57 -3.
2o598 0-o5 132. 0.72 -156. 0.63 73.
2.648 0.66 133. 0.81 -172. 0.75 40.
2.698 0.43 130. 0.72 -167. 0.60 2.
2.748 0.37 132. 0.61 -148. 0.73 -1.
2.798 0.55 141. 0.66 -I5~. 0.78 5.
2.848 0.74 127. 0.82 -155. 0.78 23.
2.898 0.54 165, 0,82 -162. 0,74 -4
2.948 0.67 -127. 0.57 -179. 0.61 -9.













































































































































































































AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PHASE FOR THE THRFFE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FtEL AT WESTON FOR
JUL 1 TO SEPT 21, 1961. HOZ, DENOTED BY 1,2,3. HRLY VALUES
FREQ COH12 PHZ12 COH23 PHZ23 COH31 PHZ31
.CPA
































































































































































































































AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PHASF FOR THF THREE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FIEln AT WFSTON FOR
JUL 1 TO SEPT 21# 1961. H0,tZ, DENOTED BY 1,2,3. HRLY VALUES
FREQ COH12 PHZ12 COH23 PHZ23 COH31 PHZ31
-CPn
7.494 0n,50 84, 0,5 -294, 0,45 16.
7.544 0.59 130. 0.48 -162. 0.62 -6.
7,454 0.45 167a 0.52 161, 0.0 -7.
7.644 0.31 167. 0.40 141. 0.51 8.
7.694 0.49 -3. 0.14 178, 0,49 -26.
7.744 0.11 -42. 0.33 -144. 0.54 -6.
7,794 0.63 -178, 0,70 -167, 0.82 -7.
7.844 0.47 -163. 0.77 172. 0.68 -20.
7.84 031 -R83. 073 144. 0.10 -a63.
7,944 0.45 -106. 0.72 137. 0.18 -48.
7.994 0.35 -111. 0,67 133. 0.51 -54.
8.044 0.28 -52. 0.36 -178. 0.63 -35.
8.094 0.22 s55. 0,53 168. 0,45 39.
8.143 0.18 119. 0.47 130. 0.24 30.
8,1Q3 0.55 -0, 0.24 89. 0.32 -131.
8.243 0.27 49. 0.22 129. 0.53 111.
8.293 0.28 40. 0.51 152. 0.43 89.
8.343 0.59 -23. 0.62 177. 0.27 170.
8.393 0*S4 -32s 0,63 175. 0,.1 134.
8.443 0.38 -150. 0.77 158. 0.55 22.
8,493 0,32 178. 0.76 158. 0.49Q 44
8.543 0.20 152. 0.65 135. 0.57 58.
8,593 0.37 -180. 0.67 154. 0.45 38,
8.643 0.14 -169. 0.44 142. 0.43 45.
8.693 011 -150, 0044 121. 0.51 33,
8.743 0.13 -171. 0.64 -174. 0.23 38.
,7493 0.-8 -115, 0,31 148R 0.66 A6.
8.843 0.62 -126. 0.53 95. 0.74 55.
8,893 0,37 -170, 0,A6 135. 0.56 33.
8.943 0.59 175. 0.52 174. 0.53 8.
8,993 0,38 -!56, 0,23 141, 0.35 -4,
9.043 0.22 32. 0.23 52. 0.40 15.
9-093 0.17 169: 0.58 114. 0.63 4
9.143 0.42 -164. 0.82 122. 0.45 7.
9.193 0:60 158: 0.38 142: 0.29 35.
9.243 0.37 163. 0.53 116. 0.40 1.
49293 0 28 173 0.41 114 0.46 -19
9.343 0.54 170. 0.22 63. 0.21 -27.
9.392 0.42 -160- 0.52 60a 0.12 47,
9.442 0.55 -156. 0.53 130. 0.42 -2.
9.492 0.55 -145. 0.70 164. 0.ss -15.
9.542 0.39 -160. 0.47 151. 0.49 82.
9.592 0,72 -180. 0,64 159. 0,52 32.
9.642 0.42 -163. 0.50 -179. 0.59 37.
9.692 0.16 92. 0.24 139, 0.43 113,
9.742 0.22 160. 0.53 152. 0.17 141.
94794 0,78 -171. 0.70 173, 0n.4 I,.
9.842 0.77 -158. 0.36 136. 0.41 44.
- 9a892 053 129, 0.33 57. 0.50 57-
9.942 0.19 116. 0.37 -150. 0.64 29.
'1~---------1-1 -1-----~~--"
AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PHASF FOR THE THREE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FIFL AT WESTON FOR
JUL I TO SEPT 211 1961. H1DtZt DENOTED BY 1,2,3. HRLY VALUES
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AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDL AND
PHASE FOR THE THREE COMPONENTS OF --GNETIC FIELD AT TUCSON FOR
SEPT 16 TO DEC 5, 1957. H,DtZ, DENOTED BY 1t2t3. HRLY VALUES
FREQ POWERF1 POWERF2 POWERF3
CPn G AMSQ!CPD GAMSQ!CPD GAMSQ/CPD
0 0 312E 04 0.266E 02 0.779E 03
0.050 0.274E 04 0,241E 02 0.430E 03
SA 0391E 0 4 .  5E 02 -Oa&E 03
0.150 0,356E 04 0.104E 02 0.133E 03
0-200 On!36E 04 O-531E 0' 0-500E 02
0.250 O.110E 04 0.791E 01 0.368E 02
n030n n T93E 03 0A:RsE O n0 322E 02
0.350 0.501E 03 0.380E 01 0.180E 02
0nn00 n1T4F6 03 -6 E n01 0-153E 02
0,450 0,625E 03 0.104E 02 0.157E 02
0n500 n F661E 03 n09!A8E ni 0134E 02
0.550 0.446E 03 0.994E 01 0.814E 01
0.600 0.488E 03 O-97AF 01ni 0.nOE 0
0.649 0.424E 03 0.528E 01 0.148E 02
0.699 0-,40E 03 0,-6llF 01 0a129F 02
0.749 0.510E 03 0.900E 01 0.143E 02
0.799 0.358F 03 0.169E 02 0.1197t 0O
0.849 0.350E 03 0.243E 02 0.322E 02
00899 0.404F 03 0,2479 02 0,274E 02
0.949 0.714E 03 0.356E 03 0.368E 03
0.:999 0RA6 03 0-6713E 03 0. 63F 03
1.049 0.495E 03 0.343E 03 0.318E 03
1.099 0.1329 03 0-29Q2 02 0256F 02
1,149 0.321E 03 0.235E 02 0.136E 02
1.199 0.279E 03 O-.93F 02 0.972F 01
1.249 0.195E 03 0.161E 02 0.108E 02
1-290 0.19F 03 0-12OF 02 0.114F n02
1.349 0.211E 03 0.106E 02 0.716E 01
1,399 l0,175 03 0,621F 01 0.677F 01
1.449 0.172E 03 0.578E 01 0.114E 02
1.499 0.158E 03 0.749E 0! 0.973W 01
1.549 0.113E 03 0.914E 01 0.596E 01
1599 0n10n1F 03 O 99FE 01 0.R-A3F f
1.649 0.944E 02 0.812E 01 0.873E 01
1.699 0-AA3F 02 0.888F 01 'iA4F 01
1.749 0.755E 02 0.187E 02 0.781E 01







































































AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PHASE FOP THE THREE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FIELD At TUCSON FOR
SEPT 16 TO DEC 5, 1957. HtDeZr DENOTED BY 1,2,3. HRLY VALUES
FREQ POWERF1 POWERF2 POWERF3








































































































































































































AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE ANDD i A C c E D T I e TLu l - , r A L, r ., . . . . . . . . . .
SEPT 16 TO DEC 5, 1957. H,,lZ, DENOTED BY 1,2,3. HRLY VALUES
FREQ POWERFI POWERF2 POWERF3
CPD GAMSQ!CPD GAMSQ/CPD GAMSQClrP
4996 52E 01 0*450E 0 0193E 01
5.046 0.740E 01 0.292E 01 1.000E 00
5o096 0O860E 01O28E 01 0.448E-0
5.146 0.859E 01 0.277E 01 0.344E-00
5.196 0:951E 01 0aj173E 01 i0:IE at
5.246 0.102E 02 0.168E 01 O.124E 01
5296 0-132E 02 0-136E --0! 0;730E no
5.346 0.179E 02 0.174E 01 0.471E-00
5. 39A 0165E 02 0-15E 01 0:55E n00
5.446 0.169E 02 0.170E 01 0.475E-00
50496 n0-93E 02 0:172F 01 0:232E-0
5.546 0.212E 02 0.144E 01 0.256E-00
4o56 n0716F 02 0.972 no0 0.344E-0n
5.645 0.206E 02 0.119E 01 0.346E-00
5.695 0.1989 02 O*173E 01 0.51?E 00
5.745 0.150E 02 0.156E 01 0.495E-00
5.795 ,50EnF 02 OIn40F 01 0,41SF--o
5.845 0.173E 02 0.218E 01 0.636E 00
5.895 nl 54F 02 02?3E 0 n0.546E 00
5.945 0.139E 02 0.373E 01 0.448E-00
5~QO5 0 .13F 0? 0. 3499 0 n0 7 04E on
6.045 0.148E 02 0.106E 01 0.509E 00
6.095 0 137E 02 0 863E 00 n 26E-O0
6.145 0.202E 02 0,969E 00 0.247E-00
6!95 0.23E 02 0.127F 01 n,248;E-00
6.245 0.146E 02 0.970E 00 0.256E-00
6.295 0,1-2F 02 0-57F n n0 .ASE-on
6.345 0.129E 02 0.683E 00 0,326E-00
6.395 0.148F 02 0.900O O00 0.319-O0
6.445 0.149E 02 0.162E 01 0.318E-00
6-495 n-121F 02 0.144E 1 nA246E-0nn
6.545 O.113E 02 0.690E 00 0.133E-00
6 595 .o95E 01 no938E 00 0-lOE-OO
6.645 0,923E 01 0.109E 01 0.266E-00
669.5 0 !IF 0' 095if 00 0nn226p-o
6,745 0,135E 02 0.IIOE 01 0.269E-00
6.795 0.Q94 01 0143F 01 O,25qEF-00
6.845 0.383E 01 0.120E 01 0.192E-00
.9RQ4 0.Q44F 01 0.?2E 01 0249-00no
6.944 0.755E 01 0.279E 01 0.495E-00
6.994 0.495F 01 0.262F 01 0,77F 00
7.044 0.454E 01 0.172E 01 0.494E-00
7n94 0.58E 01 O.lRAF 01 0,251FE-O
7.144 0.851E 01 0.154E 01 0.217E-00
7,194 0~R41F 01 0,?nOF n0i 019F-FOn
7.244 0.765E 01 0.673E 00 0.304E-00
7,294 0*12?F 02 0.726F 00 ,.235F-On
7.344 0.116E 02 0.925E 00 0.196E-00
7,394 0,781F 01 0,789F 00 0.242E-00
7.444 0.802E 01 0.883E 00 0.176E-00
AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PHASE FOR THE THREE COMPOFNTS OF MAGNETIC FIELD AT TUCSON FOR
SEPT 16 TO DEC 5, 1957. HDL,, DENOTED BY 1,2,3. HRLY VALUES
FREQ POWERF1 POWERF2 POWERF3
GD0 GASQYCrPn GAMSOCPD GAMSQ CPlr )
7.0494 0-73E 01 0783E 00 86E-O0
7.544 0.766E 01 0.779E 00 0.254E-00
7,644 0.876E 01 0.142E 01 0.192E-00
7A694 0:758E 01 0 la85E 1 A 0291E-00
7.744 0.932E 01 0.238E 01 0.397E-00
70794 0112E 02 0-267E 01 0-320E-00
7.844 0.116E 02 0.192E 01 0.326E-00































































































































































AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PHASE FOR THE THREE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FIELD AT TUCSON FOR
SEPT 16 TO DEC 5, 1957. HtD,Z, DENOTED BY 1,2,3. HRLY VALUES
FREQ POWERFI POWERF2 POWERF3
CPI) GAMSQ!CPo GAMSQ/CPa GAMSQCPD
9,992 0-R88E 01 0 7E-00TF 0:935E-01
10.042 0.861E 01 0.506E 00 0.106E-00
n'0:09 0i771E 01 0.779E 00 0-103E-00
10.142 0.746E 01 0.814E 00 0.693E-01
10.1972 0.A8F 01 0.687F o0 0.882E-01
10,242 0.709E 01 0.857E 00 0.106E-00
10:292 0-k7lF 01 0,970E on 0 R88E-n
10.342 0.533E 01 0.629E 00 0.140E-00
10*92 O1720F 01 0nOOEn 01 0.11t-O0
10.442 0.726E 01 O.119E 01 0.630E-01
!0o492 0.61 F3 0 0,777E o0 O,117F-00
10.542 0.697E 01 0.787E 00 0.148E-00
10.592 0-9283 01 R,83E 00 ,0.35EF-00
10.641 0.922E 01 0.590E 00 0.126E-00
1n.691 0.973F 01 n.303F-n0 n-.72F-On
10.741 0.894E 01 0.500E 00 0.235E-00
10.791 0.915E 01 0.714E o0 0.153F-O0
10.841 0.992E 01 0.631E 00 0.943E-01
10.891 0.918F 01 O.626F O0 0.156F-00
10.941 0.114E 02 0.744E 00 0.12?E-00
10Q991 .n9QF 02 O.A64F on 0-Q90E-01
11.041 O.119E 02 0.530E 00 0.109E-O0
11.091 0.115F 02 0.7hE 00 0.,1lRF-O0
11.141 O.IOIE 02 0.116E 01 0.122E-00
11.191 0.Q955FB 0 .1 945E O0 O,194F-D
11.241 0,917E 01 0.543E 00 0.137E-00
11,91 0.O 991QF 01 0.a6lF 00 O,.jlF-OI
11.341 0.633E 01 0.702E 00 0.130E-00
11,391 0.64F 01 0.A64F 00 0,152F-00
11.441 0.736E 01 0.836E 00 0.104E-00
11.491 0F606E 01 0,573E 00 0,o 9F-00
11.541 0.538E 01 0.649E 00 0.128E-00
115441 0*6RF t01 0.879F o00 O'43F-00
11.641 0.819E 01 0.700E 00 0.113E-00
11.691 O603F 01 0.559F 00 0.6 8F-01
11.741 0.702E 01 0.529E 00 0.133E-00
11,791 0.743F 01 0.2A2F-00 0-128F-00
11.841 0.745E 01 0.715E 00 0.541E-01
llR90 l.747F 01 0.14F 01 0.498F-1
11.940 0.554E 01 0.112E 01 0.566E-01
11.990 0,579E 01 0.649E 00 0,528-01
AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUOe AND
PHASE FOR THE THREE COMPONMENTS OF MAGNETC FIELD AT TUCSON FOR
SEPT 16 TO DEC 5, 1957. HDZt DENOTED BY 1,2,3. HRLY VALUES
FREQ COH12 PHZ12 COH23 PHZ23 COH31 PHZ31
CPD
0- 0-75 180, 0.52 -0 0-72 10n_
0.050 0.72 162. 0.66 45. 0.73 155.
0100 0.77 -173: 0:71 15: 087 154,
0.150 0.79 -173. 0.84 16. 0.86 158.
0:200 0030 160 065 8: 072 173.
0.250 0.55 -158. 0.74 5. 0.72 153.
0:300 0n57 -150 0-48 -2- 068 153.
0.350 0.34 -56. 0.20 -66. 0.66 148.
0:600 0:36 -77 0.58 1 -!9 053 147.
0.450 0.27 -146. 0.42 -29. 0.50 141.
0.500 0.30 -178, 0.04 -1346, 0,71 0
0.550 0.28 169. 0.29 54. 0.57 131.
0.600 0.28 172, 0.57 15. 0.53 133,
0.649 0.31 157. 0.34 57. 0.70 110.
0,hQQ 0.38 167, 0.27 39, 0,56 137.
0.749 0.13 -97. 0.66 -31. 0.56 142.
0,799 0.12 -11, 0,77 -41., 0.32 135.
0.849 0.28 178. 0.76 -24. 0.30 176.
0.899 0,40 -132- 0,54 -10. 0,39 147,
0.949 0.58 36. 0.95 -69. 0.59 40.
,99 0A,68 A3t, 0,96 -69Q, 0,68 32.
1.049 0.50 48. 0.94 -67. 0.54 26.
1-099 0.27 -157t. 0.87 -113, 005 -149,
1.149 0.43 -161. 0.86 -23. 0.21 -149.
1.199 0.23 165. 0,72 -41. OOA -73,
1.249 0.21 -166. 0.71 -60. 0.06 170.
14299 0,44 -128. 0,67 -33- 0,-4 163.
1.349 0.37 -152. 0.72 -23. 0.25 116.
1-399 0,30 -179, 0,69 -18- 0,06 -149.
1.449 0.07 -161. 0.67 -32. 0.09 88.
1.499 0.23 -66, 0.59 -23, 0,38 47.
1.549 0.21 -126. 0.71 34. 0.41 54.
10599 001& i3o 0041 -9 0,18 75
1.649 0.08 -88. 0.40 -42. 0.21 50.
1,699 0,55 -13,8 0,34 56, 0-51 82.
1.749 0.39 144. 0.61 -45. 0.14 40.
1.799 0,13 63. 0.80 -32. 0.36 12.
1.849 0.20 -95. 0.69 -3. 0.48 63.
1.898 n4R 148. 0n,5 -14, 0n18 39.
1.948 0.81 80. 0.97 -61. 0.75 -12.
1.998 0.81 78. 0.98 -63. 0.78 -14.
2.048 0.61 90. 0.96 -66. 0.62 -24.
2,098 0.47 138- 0,64 -44. 0.24 -0R.
2.148 0.32 175. 0.56 -31. 0.23 139.
,Q19A 0.A0 176. 0469 -346. 0.2 -168.
2.248 0.59 145. 0.39 -67. 0.06 -118.
2,298 0.44 146, 0-13 -126, 0.47 -19.
2.348 0.57 128. 0.19 -72. 0.55 -31.
2, 98 0.68 102, 0,38 -47* 044 -S5.
2.448 0.53 56. 0.48 -38. 0.48 7.
~ _~I _____ 1 ___
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AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PHASE FOR THE THREE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FtEID AT TUCStN FOR
SEPT 16 TO DEC 5, 1957. H1D1Z DENOTED BY 1,2,3. HRLY VALUES
FREQ COH12 PHZ12 COH23 PHZ23 COH31 PHZ31
PO
2-0498 0036 0.61 -57: 0.59 28:
2.548 0.55 131. 0.27 -36. 0.36 156.
2:598 0:47 -7: 0752 -49 n 33 -166
2,648 0.24 -145. 0.56 -52. 0.21 -109.
23698 0:12 -32- 0.13 120 0.09 179,
2.748 0.44 88. 0.60 -4. 0.15 -80.
2:798 0.46 111 0,50 -23, 023 -62.
2.848 0.37 -180. 0.26 -84. 0.18 -60.
2-898 0,29 132 0.26 -50. 0,49 -39.
2.948 0.76 122. 0.94 -52. 0.67 -68.
2.998 0.78 123, 0.96 0.72 -72,
3.048 0.62 123. 0.93 -51. 0.52 -69.
3,098 0.53 97, 0.57 -2 . 0,34 -57.
3.147 0.25 57. 0.50 -17. 0.38 -70.
1.37 0,24 93, 0,40 -30. 0,02 -Q6*
3,247 0.44 92. 0.46 -19. 0,27 -95.
3,=97 0.22 78, 0a46 -50 0,28 -30.
3.347 0.33 66. 0.29 -6. 0.55 -49.
3.397 0,12 23, 0.38 27 0,9 -99.
3.447 0.22 -39, 0.48 -61. 0.33 141.
36497 0a18 -3S. 0,79 -5Q9 0,2 in2,
3.547 0.36 75. 0.63 -2. 0.30 -24.
3,597 0,43 62, 0,34 -22. 0,42 -10.
3.647 0.07 28. 0.35 -109. 0.18 -33.
3,697 0,35 13, 0.28 -SR~ 0.26 -42.
3.747 0.47 34. 0.29 -40. 0.44 -4.
3,797 0,28 48- 0Q19 -73-. 0.05 7.
3.847 0.50 -35. 0.59 130. 0.21 -151.
3.897 0.46 1, 0.16 33. 0.47 -55,
3.947 0.30 14. 0.87 -38. 0.15 4.
3.997 0,14 21,- 0.8 -46. 0.17 32,
4.047 0.20 159. 0.77 -64. 0.26 -82.
4o097 0,26 128, 0*46 -70, 0-11 -1441
4.147 0.17 168. 0.52 -137. 0.13 -63.
4.197 o036 -179, 0,20 -75. 0,24 -94.
4.247 0.05 -109. 0.33 14. 0.22 -166.
4.297 0,73 59- 0,16 -33. 0.46 106.
4,347 0.31 79. 0.25 -64. 0.19 117.
,1 36 0,?7 A4, 0,33 -89. 0n,0 2.
4.446 0.46 67. 0.43 -90. 0.53 39.
4.496 0,30 lO.0 0-27 -99, 0-24 12I
4.546 0.19 44. 0.18 25. 0.49 -49.
4,596 0,20 SR. 0,34 -47,. 0.6 -27,
4.646 0.32 -146. 0.24 -28. 0.64 6.
41696 0.1 -1310 0-21 79- 0.47 I&-
4,746 0.28 70. 0.33 -159. 0.19 41.
4,79A 0,10 -ts. 0*35 141, 0-11 35.
4.846 0.30 163. 0.33 172. 0.20 -6.
4*896 0113 -150. 0.48 -113. 0.24 -0.
4.946 0.36 145. 0.56 -91. 0.31 -43.
Y3
AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PHASE FOR THE THREE COMPOENTS OF MAGNETICr FIELD AT TUtiSON FOR
SEPT 16 TO DEC 5, 1957. HDZ, OENOTED BY 1,2,3. HRLY VALUES
FREQ COH12 PHZI2 COH23 PHZ23 CUH31 PHZ31
C PD
4996 0A A 145- 060 -88. 040 .32
5.046 0.23 142. 0.48 -74. 0.42 25.





















































































































































































































































AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PHASE FOR THE THREE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FrIELD At TUCSON FOR
SEPT 16 TO DEC 5, 1957. H,D,Z, DENOTED BY 1,2,3. HRLY VALUES
FREQ COH12 PHZl2 COH23 PHZ23 COH31 PHZ31
CPD
7-494 037 99 0:40 -11- Pl 86.
7.544 0.24 85. 0.32 -53. 0.21 71.
7.594 0:20 133- 018 -41 0:14 63:
7.644 0.34 -177. 0.35 24. 0.26 64.
7,694 0,31 -141- 035 47, 0:44 117,
7.744 0.18 -115. 0.17 -41. 0.38 46.
7.794 009 -130- 0-33 34- 0.52 50
7.844 0.38 -132. 0.42 2. 0.31 102.
7:894 0:3 -137 0,33 -16, 0,30 74.
7.944 0.20 -141. 0.48 7. 0.19 66.
7.994 0.25 -178. 0.54 11. 0.03 -7,
8.044 0.49 175. 0.42 -39. 0.02 -136.
8,094 0.43 172, 0.49 -35. 0.37 172,
8.143 0.34 135. 0.36 7. 0.25 168.
8,193 0o37 129- 0.23 -51 0.17 -54.
8.243 0.49 138. 0.49 -124. 0.21 -27.
8.293 0.07 -146. 0.55 -10. 0.08 117.
8.343 0.17 63. 0.41 -111. 0.24 63.
8393 0.44 78. 0,31 -131. 0.27 39.
8.443 0.16 -11. 0.16 120. 0.08 157.
,.493 0.07 87, 0,3s -75, 00,n -E4.
8.543 0.18 -156. 0.43 -37. 0.18 -102,
8.593 0.10 -Q98 0.52 -2A. 0-13 69.
8.643 0.32 -54 0.54 -41. 0.30 116.
8.693 o0,8 153. 0.21 -45. 0,16 83,
8,743 0.19 143. 0.33 -98. 0.18 67.
8.793 0-07 9,. 0n33 -187 O.26 111.
8.843 0.22 173. 0.10 -166. 0.34 64.
8,893 0.16 -110. 80,3 -127, 0.46 76.
8.943 0.43 22. 0.39 -104. 0.28 102.
8,993 0.45 -12. 023 26. 0.648 52.
9.043 0.53 -76. 0.29 -7. 0.39 56.
9,043 0,7 -73o ,Q29 -51. 0-02 1371
9.143 0.35 -90. 0.28 65. 0.40 100.
9.193 0,o0 -64. 0,11 -86oA 0.58 133
9.243 0.27 -28. 0.43 -106. 0.16 162.
9.*93 0.10 -179. 0.31 -166. 0.19 -25,
9.343 0.16 -16. 0.22 -42. 0.30 116.
Q3? 0.16 1, 007 -540 09 109.
9.442 0.54 130. 0.26 146. 0.07 2.
9,492 ,27 129, 0,49 15- 0.27 60,
9.542 0.17 -5. 0.53 -10. 0.56 46.
9,592 0.06 63. 0.17 -14- 0.58 59.
9,642 0.21 -171. 0.25 -54. 0.05 -83,
9.692 0.18 -172. 0012 -35, 0.2 27
9.742 0.23 67. 0.10 82. 0.38 60.
Q.792 0.54 81. 0.28 -1880 0.20 -31.
9.842 0.40 80. 0.17 5. 0.22 -6.
94892 08,3 31 0,72 -1n, 0.14 152,
9.942 0.23 6. 0.21 -50. 0.24 -76.
Ys
AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PHASE FOR THE THREE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FIELD At TUCSON FOR
SEPT 16 TO DEC 5, 1957. H,ODZ, DENOTED BY 1,2,3. HRLY VALUES































































































































































































































AN ANALYSIS Uf- IMt AUIU POWtK SPtCfKA AN COHEUtKNLY AMPLIUtE AND
PHASE FOR THE THREE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FIELD AT BELOIT FOR
SEPT i6 IU UtC 5, 1957. HULt UENOUltU Y i,2,3. HLY VALUES
FKEt POWEKF VUWEtKF2 VUWEF3

































































































































































































































































AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUO PUOWER SPECTKA AND COHERENCY ANPLiTUDE AND
PHASE FOR THE THREE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FIELD AT BELOIT FOR
SEPt 16 TO DEC 5t i957. HtOZt DENOTED BYT t123. HRLY VALUES
FREOW PUWRlK rUWteKE YUWEKRF 3










































































































































































































AN ANALYSIS OF tHE AUTO POWER SECTRKA AND COUERENCY AMPLiTUDE AND
PHASE FOR THE THREE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FIELD AT BELOIT FOR
SEPT i6 TO DEC St 1957. Hi,Z, DENOTED iB , 1 ,3. HRLY VALUES
FKEQ POWERF t POWOtF2 POWEKF3
CPO GAMSQ/CPO GAMSQ/CPD GAMSQ/CPD
4.996 0.I111E 02 0.572E 01 0.759E 01
5.u46 U0694 01 0.55tE Ui 0.*32E 01
5.096 0.501E 01 0.774E 01 0.626E 01


































































































































































































AN ANALYS1S OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUiDE AND
PHASE FOR THE THREE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FIELD AT BELOIT FOR
SEPT 16 OU UEC 51 iv57*. HOiL UOENOTED BY i1t23. HRLY VALUES
FKREQ UWERFt PUWtKtER2 POERF
CPO GAMSQ/CPD GAMSQ/CPO GAMSQ/CPD
7.494 0.3806 01 0.161E 01 0.194E 01
7.594 0.260E 01 0.228E 01 0.128E 01
.644 OU.iSiE 01 0u.30 0i 0.1481 01
7.694 0.161E 01 0.288E 01 0.220E 01
*7.744 0.134E 01 0.269E 01 0.10896 01
7.794 0.119E 01 0.376E 01 0.377E 01
7.844 0.2346 01 0.3586 01 0.370 01
7.894 0.217E 01 0.389E 01 0.139E 01
7.9944 0.cL2eEt i 092Y9E Ui 0.46UE U
7.994 0.352E 01 0.332E 01 0.768E 01
8.044 0.209E Oi 0.1i81 01 0.711e 01
8.094 0.206E 01 0.140E 01 0.458E 01
8.143 0.16lE 01 0.152E 01 U.213E 01
8.193 0.162E 01 0.191E 01 0.171E 01
6.243 0.209I 01 0.1726 1O 0.1721 O1
8.293 0.239E 01 0.141E 01 0.172E 01
8.343 0.275E 01 0.146E 01 0.143E 01
8.393 0.248E 01 0.163E 01 0.189E 01
6.443 0.221E 01 0.I6E 01 0.181E 01i
8.493 0.191E 01 0.642E 00 0.115E 01
8.543 0. 26E O1 0.920E 00 0.904E 00
8.593 0.160E 01 0.144E 01 0.715E 00
8.643 0 t.186E 01 0.115E 01 0.9886 00
8.693 0.289E 01 0.682E 00 0.207E 01
8.743 0.325E 01 0.150E 01 0.217E 01
8.793 0.235E 01 0.195E 01 0.245E 01
8.643 0.273E 01 0.154E 01 0.240 01O
8.893 0.267E 01 0.136E 01 0.141E 01
8.943 0.377E 01 0.135E 01 0.138E 01
8.993 0.358E 01 0.149E 01 0.230E 01
9.043 0.256E 01 0.157 01 0.220E 01
9.093 0.360E 01 0.193E 01 0.263E 01
9.143 0.30iE Ot OoI.94e ot 0.270t 01
9.193 0.170E 01 0.254E 01 0.167E 01
9.243 0.247E 01 0.26TE 01 0.187E 01
9.293 0.266E 01 0.164E 01 0.300E 01
9.343 0.246E 01 0.144E 01 0.274E 01
9.392 0.225E 01 0.124E 01 0.165E 01
9.442 0.651E 00G 0.122E o01 0.164E 01
9.492 0.167E 01 0.114E 01 0.121E 01
9.542 0.355E 01 0.964E G00 0.947E 00
9.592 0.251E 01 0.106E 01 0.723E 00
9.642 0.144E 01 0.1O1E 01 0.902E 00
9.692 0.253E 01 0.935E 00 0.138E 01
9.742 0.223 O1 0.79iE 00 0.142E 01
9.792 0.124E 01 0.133E 01 0.214E 01
9.842 0.161 OI 0.18oE 01 0.227E 01
9.892 0.146E 01 0.137E 01 0.206E 01
9.942 0.173E 01 0.108E 01 0.229E 01
/o00
AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUu POWERK SPECTKA AND COHERENCY AYPLITUDE AND
PHASE FOR THE THREE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FIELD AT BELOIT FOR
SEPT i6 TOU UEC 5, i951* H UttZ, DEUOTED BY i,2#3. HRLY VALUES
KFEQ POWERFt POWERF2 OWERIF3







































































































































































































AN ANALYSIS OF ItE AUTU PUOWK SPtLIKA AN LUOHtKtNCY AMPLIUUDE ANU
PHASE FOR THE THREE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FIELD AT SELOIT FOR
SEPT 6 IU UtEC 5, 195j1. H OuZ UtNOUltU D if2l3. HKLY VALUES
FKRU CUHI2 YLZi CU23 PHZ2L3 Un3L LPHZ31
CPD
0. 0.52 180. 0.55 -0. 0.67 180.
0.U050 0.52 -TS. 0.34 41. 0.55 -178.
0.100 0.55 -156. 0.09 163. 0.49 146.
0.200 0.19 -142. 0.16 -42. 0.80 -180.
U0.250 0Ur -143. U .2 -32. U.61 -160.
0.300 0.44 -163. 0.35 -2. 0.54 165.
0.350 0.07 -95. U.38 -7. 0.173 i-59.
0.400 0.45 -122. 0.40 -106. 0.48 -175.
U. 450U 0.26 ?. U0.22 T5. 0U0U iU.
0.500 0.37 73. 0.16 -113. 0.61 104.
0.550 0.24 7il. 0.i8 -i2. 0.43 i26.
0.600 0.58 -177. 0.16 166. 0.41 138.
0.649 0.43 i78. 0. 4 -27. 0.45 9i.
0.699 0.26 -152. 0.46 -81. 0.24 97.
0,749 0.54 -i!. 0.63 -85, 0,53 -I69,
0.799 0.11 106. 0.81 -76. 0.07 -66.
0.849 0.33 123. 0.64 -60. 0.27 -76.
0.899 0.35 -151. 0.64 -50. 0.40 -136.





























































































































2.448 0.19 19. 0.32 24. 0.61 47.
I
/oZ
AN ANALYSIS UOF IE AUTU POWtK SPtKA AND COHEREUKtNY AMPLIUUDE AND
PHASE FOR THE THREE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FIELD AT BELOIT FOR
SEPT 16 TOlO UEC 5, 1957. tUdt UENOTELU BY 1923. KHLY VALUES
FRKt LUcomi2 PMZ2 CUH3 PLZ23 GUMC3 PHZ31
CPD






































































































































































































































































AN ANALYSIS OF TE AUTO POUWER SPECTRA AN CUOHERENLY AMPLITUDE AND
PHASE FOR THE THREE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FIELD AT BELOIT FOR
SEPT i 6 TO DEC 5t 195. , HOtZ, UENOTED BtT i23. HKLY VALUES







































































































































































































































































AN ANALYSIS UF THE AUTO POUWK vSPETKA AND COHtKtNCY AMPLIUUtU AND
PHASE FOR THE THREE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FIELD AT BELOIT FOR
SEtP 16 TO DEC 5, 1957. HMZt DE UtNUOTED BY 123. HRLY VALUES
FKtE ColUO i lti2 CU2LS PRL23 CUOJ1 YHZ31
CPD
7.494 0.37 110. 0.57 -18. 0.18 -126.
7*544 U.i12 26. U.i -26. U.U9 -134.
7.594 0.14 -23. 0.04 -86. 0.34 85.
7964 U.i3 23, U0.47 1. 0.31 09.
7.694 0.20 78. 0.78 -7. 0.06 3.
.794 U0943 97. U*O6 -3i. 025 -50,U
7.794 0.43 110. 0.53 -4. 0.54 -178.
7.84 O*a 1 6 U0L to U.27 -172.
7.894 0.13 123. 0.35 -14. 0.18 14.
7,94 U0.4 o8. 06U.7 0. 0.4i -89.
7.994 0.38 68. 0.55 3. 0.50 -57.
8.U04 0.33 7i. 0.U3 -i14. 0.60 -41.
8.094 0.74 86. 0.63 2. 0.46 -Ill.
8.1i43 0.6 61i. 0.2U 15. 0.40 t74.
8,193 0.42 75. 0.27 -119. 0.29 104.
t.243 OL? 1490 O* "O U3.i -1t47
8.293 0.64 -147. 0.48 -61. 0.45 -104.
6.343 0.52 -131. 0.11 -161. 0.36 -84.
8.393 0.42 -89. 0.32 -123. 0.25 163.
8.443 U.42 -99. 0.55 -79. 0.6i 139.
8.493 0.46 -161. 0.31 -19. 0.50 119.
8.543 0.1i 84. 0.25 -31. 0.14 66o.
8.593 0.45 -6. 0.26 33. 0.10 127.
86.63 0.41 -46. 0.33 70T. 0.47 137.
8.693 0.51 157. 0.56 53. 0.64 147.
8.743 0.66 i38. 0.44 73. 0.55 136.
8.793 0.21 102. 0.37 54. 0.57 71.
8.843 0.16 -23. 0.54 i7. 0.57 68.
8.893 0.36 49. 0.40 -3. 0.09 -28.
8.943 0.63 17. 0.16 -23. 0.19 -2.T
8.993 0.48 -34. 0.48 19. 0.40 76.
9.043 0.44 -45. 0.62 22. &0.40 86.
9.093 0.59 -23. 0.69. -5. 0.54 23.
.143 0.62 -7. 0.71 -10. 0.69 17.
9.193 0.60 28. 0.65 12. 0.22 -11.
9.243 0.31 93. 0.62 27. 0.02 -36.
9.293 0.43 179. 0.54 81. 0.43 29.
9.343 0.25 -VU. 0.39 105. 0.34 42.
9.392 0.19 -70. 0.33 166. 0.01 -48.
9..44 U029 -L46. 004.1 it. 0.44 -701
9.492 0.22 -19. 0.22 28. 0.55 -90.
9.542 0.34 -82. 0.22 -28. 0.20 -121.
9.592 0.29 -99. 0.17 70. 0.47 94.
9.642 0.50 42. 0.20 50. 0.11 46.
9.692 0.49 51. 0.37 7. 0.48 -33.
9.742 0.39 86. 0.35 -57. 0.46 -25.
9.792 0.54 124. 0.47 -25. 0.62 -144.
9.842 0.42 114. 0.63 7. 0.74 -131.
9.892 0.20 55. 0.43 10. 0.36 -57.
9.942 0.52 46. 0.19 -90. 0.38 64.
AN ANALYSIS OtP IFt AUIU POUWERK SPtLIA ANRU LUMtRENLTY AMPLIUU ANU
PHASE FOR THE THREE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FIELD AT BELOIt FOR
SEPT 6b TO ULC t 1957. HUtt UNUOTEtU t 2t,1, MHLY VALUE
FKtU LUOI2 PHIL2 LUOHL VPLt LMOHUS PMLZ31
CPD
9.992 0.62 81. 0.53 -86. 0.09 9.
10.U042 U.36 99. 0.54 -62. 0.50 -62.
10.092 0.33 61. 0.28 -14. 0.20 22.
LU0.142 U58 9. U*U . 5. V.4 9,.
10.192 0.67 116. 0.55 135. 0.47 79.
10.242 0*57 it5, 0.36 72. U09V 20.
10.292 0.53 93. 0.44 -126. 0.51 7.
10.3U 2 0. 49 1F. U0. -i2. 0.25 -26.
10.392 0.40 -178. 0.40 62. 0.19 176.
























































































































































AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PHASE FOR THE THREE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FIELD AT FREDBG FOR
SEPI 16 I1U UE 5, 1951. HUtL, DENOTED BY 1, ,3. HRLY VALUES
FREQ PUWERFt PUWNERF POWERF3
CPD GAMSQ/CPD GAMSQ/CPO GAMSQ/CPO
0. 0.376E 04 0.518E 02 0.129E 04
0.050 0.291E O 0 503E 02 0.126E 03
0.100 0.311E 04 0.614E 02 0.161E 03
u.15u U.300E 04 0.583t UZ 0.127E 03
0.200 0.117E 04 0.392E 02 0.100E 03
0.250 0.841E 03 0.3 ~t OZ 0.727I 02
0.300 0.780E 03 0.300E 02 0.481E 02
O.3O 0.240E 03 0.165E 02 0.11OE 03
0.400 0.198E 03 0.204E 02 0.109E 03
U.450 U.40t 3 U.30,~ 88 U.b(ot 02
0.500 0.317E 03 0.337E 02 0.141E 03
0.550 0U.i80 03 U.2140 02 0.i27t 03
0.600 0.374E 03 0.241E 02 0.375E 02
0.649Y 0jU 3 02E U U*0 .630 02
0.699 0.187E 03 0.304E 02 0.104E 03
U.t49 0.2tUB 03 0.20 lt02 U 0655 02
0.799 0.305E 03 0.229E 02 0.112E 03
0.89 U0.43E 03 0.428E 02 0.275E 03
0.899 0.218E 03 0.456E 02 0.239E 03
u.949 U.10uE 04 U.s45E u3 0.*68E 03
0.999 0.149E 04 0.146E 04 0.841E 03
~.4Y U0.632t 03 0.o697 03 0.0927 03
1.099 0.127E 03 0.108E 03 0.264E 03
1i.i9 0.U82~ 02 06.o5E 02 0.298E 03
1.199 0.106E 03 0.382E 02 0.160E 03
1.2Iz U0.1i2 U. 364E u2 0.iu5E 03
1.299 0.706E 02 0.227E 02 0.116E 03
I.3s9 0.53E Ou 0.iiiE 02 U.581E 02
1.399 0.594E 02 0.106E 02 0.527E 02
1.44 9u555E 0.5 2 0.i6 02 O. O02E 03
1.499 0.637E 02 0.293E 02 0'.821E 02
0.549 501E 02 0.258E 02 0.568E 02
1.599 0.331E 02 0.202E 02 0.879E 02

















































































AN ANALYSIS OF InE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLIUDE AND
PHASE FOR THE THREE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FIELD AT FREDBG FOR
SEPI 16b 0 UtF 5, !95?. HDtZ, DENUOTD BY 1t,*,. HKLY VALUES
FtRE PUWERFL PUWERFZ PUWERF3
CPO GAMSQ/CPD GAMSQ/CPO GAMSQ/CPD
2.498 0.552E 02 0.214E 02 0.264E 02
2.548 0.396E 02 0.132E 02 0.182E 02
2.598 0.351E 02 0.115E 02 0.258E 02
2.48 U590E 02 U.iut UZ U.*17t UZ
2.698 0.488E 02 0.660E 01 0.835E 01
*.748 U.349E U0 U.04E 0U 0.VUD8l U0
2.798 0.503E 02 0.242E 02 0.108E 02
2.848 0.414E 02 0o.94E 02 0.883C 0t
2.898 0.311E 02 0.382E 02 0.779E 01
Z.v48 0.ibEt US U.118E 03 0.353t 02
2.998 0.183E 03 0.150E 03 0.501E 02
3.048 0.649t 02 .2%t 0 U 0.289E 02
3.098 0.531E 02 0.312E 02 O.151E 02
3.147 0.465i 02 0UloUE U0 0.i3iE 02
3.197 0.392E 02 0.223E 02 0.125E 02
0.1* Ui7.47tE u U.L4Et oZ Uo15oU 02
3.297 0.265E 02 0.122E 02 0.153E 02
3.347 0;,it5 02 0U.i7i 02 0.886E Oi
3.397 0.327E 02 0.226E 02 0.720E 01
3.4417 u.64E 0t 0.i92E 02 0.750E Oi
3.497 0.349E 02 0.136E 02 0.558E 01
3.547 0.y93s O2 0.iEt 02 0.626 oU
3.597 0.168E 02 0.134E 02 0.677E 01
3.641 0.1 47E 02 0.1i59E 0 0.577E 01
3.697 0.202E 02 0.173E 02 0.863E 01
3.747 0 0. 140E 02 0.105E 02
3.797 0.105E 02 0.134E 02 0.942E 01
3.847 O.i7E 02 0.151E 02 0.8O6E 01
3.897 0.128E 02 0.186E 02 O.116E 02
3.947 0.816E 01 0.537E 02 0.138E 02
3.997 0.921E 01 0.773E 02 0.172E 02
4.047 0.694E 01 0.413E 02 0.133E 02
4.097 0.583E 01 0.147E 02 0.425E 01
4.*147 0.793E O1 0.I5E 02 0.295E O1
4.197 0.120E 02 0.138E 02 0.217E 01
4.247 0.128E 02 O.102E 02 0.147E 01
4.297 0.1O1E 02 0.141E 02 0.318E 01
4.347 .1lLOE 02 0.109E 02 0.383E 01
4.396 0.174E 02 0.104E 02 0.324E 01
4.446 0.153E 02 0.133E 02 0.396E 01
4.496 0.971E 01 0.165E 02 0.296E 01
4.546 0.I11E 02 0.178E 02 0.238E 01
4.596 0.921E 01 0.109E 02 0.471E 01
4.646 0.847E 01 0.171E 02 0.745E 01
4.696 0.117E 02 0.173E 02 0.747E 01
4.746 o0.10E 02 0.144E 02 0.679E 01
4.796 0.847E 01 0.157E 02 0.777E 01
4.846 0.956E 01 0.134E 02 0.634E 01
4.896 0.790E 01 0.146E 02 0.541E 01
4.946 0.13E 02 0.208E 02 0.805E 01
/o6
AN ANALYSI OF IHE AUTO POWER SPECTKA AND CLURERENCY AMPLIIUDE AND
PHASE FOR THE THREE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FIELD AT FREDBG FOR
StPI 16 IU tC 5s 1957. tUtt DEtNNUItIU Y 1t1,3. RKLY VALUtS
EKU PWERFI1 PUWtKFZ OUWEKF3
CPO GAMSQ/CPD GAMSQ/CPQ GAMSQ/CPO
4.996 0.212E 02 0.185E 02 0.588E 01
5.046 0.145E 02 0.109E oZ 0.337E U0
5.096 0.136E 02 0.160E 02 0.873E 01
5. 146 0.256 02 U.*t15 OZ 0.843Et 01
5.196 0.236E 02 0.128E 02 0.724E 01
5.246 0.247t 02 . 150E 02 U.14 z02
5.296 0.283E 02 0.163E 02 0.934E 01
5346 0.27E 02 U.13tO UoZ 0.8005U UI
5.396 0.207E 02 0.782E 01 0.127E 02
5.446 U.193. o2 u.109t O 02 O.96o o1
5.496 0.129E 02 0.113E 02 O.102E 02
D15e6 0.109E 02 O.11it 02 0.1 22E 02
5.596 0.105E 02 0.102E 02 0.796E 01
5.*45 0.45E 0 0.7UE it Ot 0.148 01
5.695 0.690E 01 0.103E 02 0.673E 01
5.Ir5 U.1 04t 02 OU.LOO 02 0.409. Oi
5.795 0.799E 01 0.641E 01 0.526E 01
5.845 U.634 01 0.T86E 01 0.512E 01
5.895 0.142E 02 0.998E 01 0.296E 01
5.945 0.iV6E 0 0.645E Ui 0.473E 01
5.995 0.779E 01 0.452E 01 0.519E 01
6.045 U.OtU 0U U .o58 u0i V.9E 0vi
6.095 0.847E 01 0.809E 01 0.459E 01
6. 1i5 0.707E 0U 0.70UE OU 0.421E 01
6.195 0.108E 02 0.817E 01 0.246E 01
6.245 0.868s Oi 0.0iE 02 0.325E 01
6.295 0.487E 01 0.830E 01 0.354E 01
6.345 0.4V4iE 0i 0.7iE 01 0.27iE ci
6.395 0.536E 01 0.460E 01 0.440E 01
6.445 0.48iE 01 U.950E 01 0.553E 01
6.495 0.489E 01 0.145E 02 0.616E 01
6.545 0.504E 01 0.935E 01 0.786E 01
6.595 0.399E 01 0.134E 02 0.758E 01
6.64 0.56 01i 0.iTrE 02 0.74Te 01
6.695 0.686E 01 O.132E 02 0.755E 01
6.745 0.516E 01 0.968E 01 0.6721 01
6.795 0.587E 01 0.951E 01 0.567E 01
6.645 0.519E 01 0.919E 01 0.540E 01
6.894 0.379E 01 0.563E 01 0.609E 01
6.944 0.636E 1 0.730 01 0.574?E 01
6.994 0.650E 01 0.680E 01 0.512E 01
7.044 0.663E 01 0.694E 01 0.444E 01
7.094 0.780E 01 0.831E 01 0.365E 01
7.144 0.527? 0! 0.604u 01 0..3321 01
7.194 0.408E 01 0.742E 01 0.256E 01
7.244 0.616E 01 0.109I 02 0.272E 1i
7.294 0.583E 01 0.107E 02 0.370E 01
7.344 0.410E 01 0.731iE 01 0.354E 01
7.394 0.326E 01 0.622E 01 0.493E 01
7.444 0.244E 01 0.588E 01 0.u592E 01
loP
AN ANALYSIh U IHI AUtU PUWR SPt |RA AND ~UHEREN.Y AMPLIlUUE AND
PHASE FOR THE THREE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FIELD AT FREOBG FOR
EPI 16 TOU DJL St 1957. MHptvL UNU E BY lt13. HRLY VALUES
FR-U PUWERF1 POUWRFZ PUWEKF3
CPO GAMSQ/CPD GAMSQ/CPD GAMSQ/CPD
7.494 0.218E 01 0.685E 01 0.424E 01
7.544 0.255 01 0.718E 01 0.569E 01
7.594 0.275E 01 0.603E 01 0.581E 01
7.644 U.191E Ol 0.651E 01 0.252t 0
7.694 0.187E 01 0.531E 01 0.255E 01
7744 0.1i5O 5 01 0.?96E 01 O.U06E i0
7.794 0.836E 00 0.981E 01 0.180E 01
7.,844 0.285E 01 0U.Itt: 01 0.209E 0I
7.894 0.311E 01 0.956E 01 0.370E 01
f(944 O.15~t OL u.9093t 01 0.L286 Oi
7.994 0.144E 01 0.118E 02 0.203E 01
8.044 .15Lt i 0.iL28~ 02 0U.358t 01
8.094 0.189E 01 0.955E 01 0.261E 01
8.143 0.2eiC U1 U.70 t t U.1 44t 0i
8.193 0.371E 01 0.886E 01 0.222E 01
8.243 0U3E5 Ot U.0iE U02 0.i25E Oi
8.293 0.313E 01 0.932E 01 0.123E 01
8.343 0.13t 0 UO.50t5E Oi .228E 01
8.393 0.231E 01 0.720E 01 0.132E 01
8.443 0.i33E 0V 0.iEL 02 0U.11ii 0
8.493 0.107E 01 0.924E 01 0.211E 01
8.543 0.80E U0 U0.99t UO 0.U128E O
8.593 0.677E 00 0.542E 01 0.161E 01
8.643 0. 068 Oi 0.849E 01 0.245E 01
8.693 0.143E 01 0.863E 01 0.147E 01
8.743 0.i0ft 01 0.566E Ot 0.181E 01
8.793 0.110E 01 0.701E 01 0.250E 01
- --- ,,, , - iar~ ~r8o.9 02',UE U1 :;14E 0o
8,893 0.280E 01 0,645E 01


































































AN ANALYST UOF THE AUTU POWER SPECfRA AND UHEREENCY AMPLIIUDE AND
PHASE FOR THE THREE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FIELD AT FREOBG FOR
SEPI 16i lU UtL 5, 195(. H~r1, DENUIElD BY 1,2r,. HKLY VALUES
FREf PUWERFl PUWERFLZ PUWERF3










































































































































































AN ANALYSiS OF IMt AUTO POUWEK 5tCTRA ANU COHERENCY AMPLITUD AND
PHASE FOR THE THREE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FIELD AT FREDBG FOR
SEPT to TO UEC S, 1957. HtLZ, DEiNOTED Y 1 2,3. HRL VALUES
FREQ COURL2 PHVL2 COUn3 PZ23 CH3LU PHL31
CPO
0. 0.85 180. 0.44 -0. 0.74 180.
0.u05 0.0 175. 0.44 2T. 0u.o64 162.
0.100 0.86 -169. 0.70 -23. 0.60 -176.
0.i50 0.84 -t6. 0.86 -t2. 0.62 171.
0.200 0.60 -160. 0.63 -15. 0.40 175.
0.250 0.51 -151. 0.40 -51. 0.48 -104.
0.300 0.49 -118. 0.25 2. 0.27 -165.
0.350 0.41 -$1. 0.41 5o. 0.27 142.
0.400 0.50 -88. 0.19 84. 0.39 -126.
0450 0U.53 -150. 0.49 6o. U.39 129.
0.500 0.56 177. 0.26 101. 0.68 110.
0.550 0.49 1i77. 0,28 -15. 0.29 99.
0.600 0.64 -176. 0.11 170. 0.19 125.
0.649 0,42 125. 0.37 -147. 0.59 98.
0.699 0.55 83. 0.45 -146. 0.19 62.
V.749 0.50u 8. 0.05 82. 0.52 -108.
0.799 0.22 45. 0.66 74. 0.18 7.
0.849 0.35 -70. 0.68 94. 0.41 -34.
0.899 0.21 -99. 0.59 97. 0.52 -65.
0.949 0.92 -114. 0.88 61. 0.80 54.
0.999 0.94 -110. 0.85 60. 0.83 55.
1.u049 0.81 -105. 0.74 67. 0.69 53.
1.099 0.36 -146. 0.86 99. 0.33 33.
1.149 0.20 173. 0.86 94. 0.24 43.
1.199 0.43 -134. 0.74 100. 0.30 8.
1.249 0.53 -149. 0.72 113. 0.37 15.
1.299 0.23 179. 0.68 107. 0.28 34.
1.349 0.08 -37. 0.42 i32. 0.41 -38.
1.399 0.41 175. 0.61 173. 0.58 -31.
1.449 0.70 166. 0.29 104. 0.26 -71.
1.499 0.47 175. 0.12 61. 0.45 -123.
1.549 0.43 -172. 0.43 -145. 0.56 -72.
1.599 0.49 -174. 0.05 130. 0.47 -46.
1.649 0.43 -145. 0.21 -29. 0.47 -868.
1.699 0.24 125. 0.57 -125. 0.27 -69.
1.749 0.44 50. 0.29 -128. 0.51 3.
1.799 0.20 168. 0.08 -138. 0.62 7.
1.849 0.43 162. 0.44 -141. 0.19 59.
1.898 0.23 -155. 0.47 -122. 0.12 24.
1.9486 0.85 -9. 0.1 102. 0.79 -3.
1.998 0.89 -97. 0.92 97. 0.83 -1.
2.048 0. -980. 0.78 89. 0.77 0.
2.098 0.16 111. 0.19 86. 0.40 -23.
2.148 0.22 56. 0.52 133. 0.34 7.
2.198 0.08 -91. 0.10 -103. 0.27 22.
2.248 0.25 -172. 0.22 -32. 0.15 -78.
2.298 0.74 169. 0.41 -157. 0.55 -20.
2.348 0.56 178. 0.45 -140. 0.54 3.
2.398 0.08 -140. 0.30 -162. 0.27 21.
2.448 0.58 138. 0.*2 -177. 0.63 20.
//2
AN ANALiSL UOF tHE AUTO POKER SPECTRA AND COHERtENCY APLIUUUDE A
PHASE FOR THE THREE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FIELD AT FREDOBG FOR
SEPT 16 TO DEC 5t 1957. MtDtZ, OEOTED BY UltU2,3 HLY VALUES
FRE C LUiid PI CONU23 rML23 coLUn PV z3
CPO
2.498 0.48 97. 0.64 -168. 0.63 36.
2.548 U.Z 37. 0.38 -159. 0.45 70.
2.598 0.36 169. 0.52 174. 0.58 57.
2.648 0.6I 125. 0.55 172. 0.57 34.
2.698 0.46 89. 0.18 -131. 0.21 38.
2.746 0.21 167. 0.20 125. 0.28 24.
2.798 0.44 151. 0.12 143. 0.59 -28.
2.848 0.15 138. 0.33 85. 0.54 -24.































































































































































































































AN ANALYSI OF ITHE AUTO PO-ER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PHASE FOR THE THREE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FIELD AT FREDBG FOR
to 1 TU UC 5 17. A)UtL UENOTEO BY 12,3* HRKLY VALUES
























































































































































































































































AN ANALTYSS oF THE AUIU POUWE SPECTKA A OU CUMtKENCY AMPLITUEU AND
PHASE FOR THE THREE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FIELD AT FREDBG FOR
SEPT 16 U UtO C 5t 1 957. Ht"tZ UtNtEtU BY i,2,3. HRLY VALUES
FtEQ LUMHi V~l.t Cu23 PZLL23 COUn PHnL3
CPO
7.494 0.11 56. 0.51 171. 0.26 -44.
1.544 0.08 i37. 0.7 157. 0.68 -26.
7.594 0.24 -165. 0.63 148. 0.82 -22.
7.644 0.05 ti0. 0.Vi 126. 0.73 -26.
7.694 0.27 -11. 0.28 59. 0.72 -36.
7.744 0.05 -2. 0.42 92. 0.50 -31.
7.794 0.37 85. 0.49 94. 0.05 79.
7.844 0.57 49. 0.28 103. U.18 -1.
7.894 0.26 9. 0.60 132. 0.19 1.
.944 0.48o -l5. 0.68 i45. O.11 174.
7.994 0.40 -127. 0.59 141. 0.18 18.
8.044 0.58 -151. 0.66 150. 0.59 1.
8.094 0.38 -131. 0.66 165. 0.39 -25.
8.143 0.30 -144. 0.51 147. 0.41 11.
8.193 0.35 -144. 0.47 152. 0.44 -18.
8.243 0.08 -123. 0.29 157. 0.60 -93.
8.293 0.07 147. 0.25 140. 0.64 -25.
8.343 0.27 -161. 0.30 169. 0.75 -36.
8.393 0.10 -126. 0.22 -148. 0.58 -48.
8.443 0.35 -89. 0.37 175. 0.08 -69.
8.493 0.49 -105. 0.36 163. 0.44 -76.
6.543 0.oi -1i26. 0.1 168. 0.49 -68.
8.593 0.20 104. 0.31 118. 0.32 141.
8.643 0.45 -124. 0.29 121. 0.33 153.
8.693 0.49 -109. 0.06 53. 0.09 147.
8.743 0.34 -56. 0.24 -36. 0.22 -97.
8.793 0.26 -29. 0.15 -9. 0.68 -123.























































































































AN ANALtYSS OF THE AUTO POUW SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PHASE FOR THE THREE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FIELD AT FREDBG FOR
SEPt 16 IU Ut , 19573 nHOtUI UtENOltD Y i9b23. iRLY VALUES















































































































































































































AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PHASEC FOR ruTHE THruiEE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FELD AT SANjAN FnOR
SEPT 16 TO DEC 5# 1957. HD,Zt DENOTED BY 1,2t3. HRLY VALUES
FREQ POWERF1 POWERF2 POWERF3
r.n 0-423E 04 0313E 02 01-T1E 04
0.050 0.346E 04 0.234E 02 0.889E 03
o0oo 0.L55E 04 0149E 02 0.117E 03
0.150 0.438E 04 0.149E 02 O.114E 03
0.200 0!46E 04 0..85_E 01 0-402E 02
0.250 0.928E 03 0.985E 01 0.176E 02
0_300 0 -R44f 03 0.91,3E 01 A-162E 02
0.350 0.372E 03 0.931E 01 0.136E 02
n000n 0n31tE 03 n0939E n0 nO.3n2 02
0.450 0.436E 03 0.132E 02 0.105E 02
A 500 0lA360 0 0. 143E 07 0.nOOE 02
0.550 0.212E 03 0.102E 02 0.985E 01
A0n00 0-38RA 03 0,144F 02 0t117E 02
0.649 0.349E 03 0.121E 02 0.830E 01
0A99 0-719P 03 0-637E 01 0_,87E 01
0.749 0.348E 03 0.499E 01 0.687E 01
0,799 0283E 03 0:A559E 01 0 108E 02
0.849 0.196E 03 0.848E 01 0.191E 02
0899 O-216E 03 0144 E 02 0n.248E 02
0.949 0.559E 03 0.314E 03 0.249E 03
0.999 n4143E 03 0_53E 03 0,467E 03
1.049 0.431E 03 0.245E 03 0.239E 03
10099 0o1731 03 0162E 02 nnOE no2
1.149 0.139E 03 0.654E 01 O.131E 02
1 199 0-94OE 02 0nR872 n1 0n783E 01
1.249 0.106E 03 0.105E 02 0.601E 01
1_299 0-1nti 03 06n ,nE no 046.eF 01
1.349 0.799E 02 0.540E 01 0.497E 01
1:O399 0n n0E 02 0-n595 01 0.518F Ot
1.449 0.921E 02 0.570E 01 0.478E 01
10499 n0893E 02 0n849E 01 0.566E 01
1.549 0.320E 02 0.745E 01 0.502E 01
1.5_99 0l3n0 02 0 7 79O 01 0n-383E 0
1.649 0.280E 02 0.729E 01 0.407E 01
1699 0-256E 02 0-276F 01 0.365F 01
1.749 0.320E 02 0.427E 01 0.341E 01
1-799 0.41IE 02 On03E 02 0-5l7F 01
1.849 0.730E 02 0.158E 02 0.708E 01
1.948 0.109E 03 0.234E 03 0.594E 02
1.998 0.17TE 03 06331F 03 0.860F 02
2.048 0.118E 03 0.127E 03 0.345E 02
2.098 0.483E 07 0.111F O2 0336F 01
2.148 0.321E 02 0.359E 01 0.284E 01
2,!98 0n~218E 02 0-396F 01 n. 22F n
2.248 O.127E 02 0.385E 01 0.119E 01
2,298 0:165F 02 o.199F 01 O.972F 00
2.348 0.208E 02 0.20TE 01 0.155E 01
2Q398 0.121E 02 0194F 01 0183F 01
2.448 0.940E 01 0.134E 01 0.223E 01
//7
AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PHASE FOR THE THREE COMPONRlUNTS OF MAGNETIC FIEiLD AT SANIAN FOR
SEPT 16 TO DEC 5, 1957. HDtZ, DENOTED BY 1,2,3. HRLY VALUES
FREQ POWERF1 POWERF2 POWERF3
CPr GAMS.rCPD GAMSQrCP GAMSQaCpo
2498 0 996E 01 0.229Eo 01 0-357E 01
2.548 0.836E 01 0.237E 01 0.245E 01
2.598 0.164E 02 0.353E 0 O.812E 00
2.648 0.221E 02 0.401E 01 0.107E 01
2_.A9 0-198E 02 0250E n01 0An9E 01n
2.748 0.164E 02 0,350E 01 • 0,959E 00
2798 0n18_2E 02 0-592E 01 0-153F 01
2.848 0.135E 02 0.837E 01 0.207E 01
2-.898 nO.9AP Ot 0A11935 n 0-4AOF O1
2.948 0.166E 02 0,437E 02 0.113E 02
2-998 0269E 02 0-579E 02 0134F 02
3.048 0.237E 02 0.181E 02 0,660E 01
3-098 00176E 02 0n402E 01 0 729E 01
3.147 0.183E 02 0.297E 01 0.159E 01
31917 0119E 02 0.321rE 0 0-!37E 01
3.247 0.144E 02 0.216E 01 0.112E 01
3.297 0-140F 02 0-931E 00n 720E 00
3.347 0.107E 02 0.172E 01 0.914E 00
3.397 0-.14E 02 0-176E 01 0-146E 01
3.447 0.126E 02 0.124E 01 0.130E 01
3.497 0t116E 02 0A13BE 01 A-135E 01
3.547 0.178E 02 0.136E 01 0.138E 01
3.597 0 132E 02 0-202F 01 0 8s4F 00
3.647 0.728E 01 0.298E 01 0.798E 00
3.697 0-130E 02 0238E 01 nn76agE on
3.747 0.102E 02 0.138E 01 0.996E 00
3.797 0 32E n0 n0p9E 01 n0loSE 01I
3.847 0.715E 01 0.271E 01 0.726E 00
3.897 0112E 02 n0268F o 0125E 01
3.947 0.112E 02 0.778E 01 0.144E 01
3-997 0844.E 01 f0877E o1 0.119E 01
4.047 0.910E 01 0.281E 01 0.123E 01
t4.002 071t n n~ n,16 1 A -143 01
4.147 0.403E 01 0.313E 01 0.126E 01
64.97 On50nE 01 nZ91E ni 0.5aS no0
4.247 0.634E 01 0.181E 01 0.787E 00
44297 0-.462 o01 0A139 01 0n.868F O0
4.347 0.263E 01 0.746E 00 0.595E 00
4.396 0,:542 010 n061 F 0n nto 00
4.446 0.516E 01 0.135E 01 0.618E 00
4.496 O409E 01 0613F 2E 01 ,566F 00
4.546 0.681E 01 0.898E 00 0.677E 00
4.596 0*500E 01 0.106E 01 0.719F 00
4.646 0.319E 01 0.178E 01 0.468E-00
4,696 0.380F 01 0LR87F 01 03Q91E-00
4.746 0.411E 01 0.116E 01 0.365E-00
4.796A 0298F 01 0n109F 01 0-342E-00
4.846 0.348E 01 0.864E 00 0,420E-00
.896 0,409nE 01 0.157 01 n,439F-00n
4.946 0.284E 01 0.519E 01 0.661E 00
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AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PHASE FOR THE THAEE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FIELD At SANJAN FOR
SEPT 16 TO OEC 5, 1957. HD,Zt DENOTED BY 1,2,3. HRLY VALUES
FREQ POWERF1 POWERF2 POWERF3
4.996 O.407E 01 00..5M i 0108th 00
5.046 0.353E 01 0.152E 01 0.557E 00
509Q6 0I359E 01 0-905E o0 O.8o0E 00
5.146 0.390E 01 0.138E 01 0.436E-00
5.196 0.380E 01 0-120E 01 0-244E-00
5.246 0.408E 01 0.127E 01 0.394E-00
5-296 0341E 01 0:182E 01 n,304E-00
5.346 0.348E 01 0.133E 01 0.178E-00
5.3a6 n 305E 01 0 72E 00 n0173E-0n
5.446 0.201E 01 0.110E 01 0.213E-00
54-96 0A225E 01 0:172E 01 02.44F-00
5.546 0.373E 01 0.133E 01 0.289E-00
5.596 0~4a8E 01 0n750E no n2=69E-00
5.645 0.252E 01 0.746E 00 0.185E-00
5695 n97E 0t 0S590n 00 0n162F-00
5.745 0.168E 01 0.368E-00 0.125E-00
5-795 0°226F 01 0.772E n0 Ol4S0E-O
5.845 0.357E 01 0.777E 00 0.211E-00
5 895 na33Et n0 0 653E- 00 0n35t-00
5.945 0.422E 01 0.121E 01 0.410E-00
5-995 0A689E 01 0-131E 01 0-2722-00
6.045 0.562E 01 O.105E 01 00229E-00
6A095 0,2834 01 0-727E o0 0=323E-00
6.145 0.486E 01 0.571E 00 0.234E-00
6-195 0-388E 01 0:463E-00 02119E-00
6.245 0.227E 01 0.399E-00 0.243E-00
A-295 nA.3n n nOk440E-0 0 t7E-00
6.345 0.233E 01 0.709E 00 0.114E-00
6:395 n0237E n01 0838E nO 0998E-01
6.445 0.259E 01 0.119E 01 0.103E-00
AQ495 n 0 8E 01 0151E 0t 0nr1E-00
6.545 0.191E 01 0.986E 00 0.956E-01
6a595 0.199E 0t 0791E nO0 0-110E-00
6.645 0.221E 01 O.105E 01 0.I9E-00
6Q695 0712E 01 O,983F 00 O,86QF-01
6.745 0.159E 01 0.689E 00 0.703E-01
6.795 0,220E 01 0.742F 00 0,931F-01
6.845 0.195E 01 0.675E 00 0.992E-01
6A.894 o,16E 01 0.483F-00 , 15OF-00
6.944 0.139E 01 0.690E 00 0.145E-00
6,994 n,145F 01 01339F 01 la145F-0
7.044 0.224E 01 0.117E 01 0.168E-00
7.094 0.308E 01 n.436E-00 0.104F-0n
7.144 0.246E 01 0.666E 00 0.760E-01
7194 n0l!98E 01 0nn0E 00 0.159F-00
7.244 0.216E 01 0.570E 00 0.171E-00
7-:94 0n:2in_ o 0.996E 00 0.137E-00
7.344 0.227E 01 0.104E 01 0.128E-00
7.394 0.1 50 01 0.738E 00 0. 821-01
7.444 0.111E 01 0.501E 00 0.902E-01
li1
AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PHASE FOR THE THREE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FIELD AT SANJAN FOR
SEPT 16 TO DEC 5, 1957. HpDZ DENOTED BY 1,2,3. HRLY VALUES
FREQ POWERFI POWERF2 POWERF3
CnD CAMsnlrpn a Ar icn D AMQ/PCPD
7.494 0.133E 01 0,497E-0O O!0A8E-OO
7.544 0.109E 01 0.694E 00 0.145E-00
7.59 0-133E 01 0 722E 00 01i31E-00
7.644 0.139E 01 0.713E 00 0.751E-01
7jO64 O113E a 0.656F 00 0826E-01
7.744 0.117E 01 0.994E 00 0.988E-01
7.794 0-1.54C 01 0-152E 01 011i4E-n0
7.844 0.205E 01 0.129E 01 0.843E-01
7894 A0.23E 01 0-822E 00 0751E-01
7.944 0.264E 01 0.892E 00 0.804E-01
7-994 Ot!9IF Oi 0.10OE ni 0o942EQ-0
8.044 0.126E 01 0.825E 00 0.721E-01
A8094 0n,75E 01 0,682E 00 0.792E-01
8.143 0.207E 01 0.488E-00 0.108E-00
8-193 0276AE 01 A60lF 00 0-134E-00
8.243 0.267E 01 0.678E 00 0.127E-00
8293 0205E 01 O 105E n01 0-137E-00
8.343 0.179E 01 O.117E 01 0.112E-00
8.393 0.155E On 0nn604 no 0n574E-01
8.443 0.191E 01 0.473E-00 0,663E-01
8.293 nt166E n1 n0452E-nn n0470E-01
8.543 0.111E 01 0.316E-00 0.646E-01
8593? 0-112E 01 0287E-00n 0A876E--n
8.643 0.137E 01 0.464E-00 0.931E-01
a.693 014E 01 0-523E 00 ninn-00
8.743 0.128E 01 0.559E 00 0.720E-01
8 93 021E 01I 0-952E o0 0±60!-O1
8.843 0.177E 01 0.913E 00 0.663E-01
8893 n213E n n 0n602E n0 0n643E-01
8.943 0.177E 01 0.471E-00 0.943E-01
84993 60E on n,0258E-nn n0 E-n00
9.043 0.162E 01 0.219E-00 0.963E-01
9n093 0 1 34E 0-5317E 0 07139E-01
9.143 0.116E 01 0.740E 00 0.681E-01
904193 0817E 00 0.635E nO 0.964F-01
9.243 0.121E 01 0.580E 00 0.883E-01
9=293 0.154E n0 0.733E O0 0n697F-01
9.343 0.112E 01 0.799E 00 0.114E-00
9=392 0n199E n n0611E n0 0.11 F-00
9.442 0.186E 01 0.394E-00 0.728E-01
9,492 0.107E 01 0n.69F-00 0n502F-01
9.542 0.795E 00 0.245E-00 0.496E-01
9,592 0.671E 00 0n601o n0 0nn10F-00
9.642 0.147E 01 0.762E 00 0.116E-00
9 692 0n.58E - 01 077 00 6no n0RF-n
9.742 0.874E 00 0.423E-00 0.657E-01
9.792 0,613 o0 0398RF-O0 0*870F-01
9.842 0.IIIE 01 0.743E 00 0.734E-01
94,92 0.129F ni 0.666F 00 0400F-01
9.942 O.120E 01 0.639E 00 0.639E-01
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AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDk AND
PHASE FOR THE THREE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FIELD AT SANJAN FOR
SEPT 16 TO DEC 5, 1957. H,Dtl, DENOTED BY 1,2.3. HRLY VALUES
FREQ POWERFi POWERF2 POWERF3























































































































































AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PHASE FOR THE THREE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FIELD AT SANJAN FOR
SEPT 16 TO DEC 5, 1957. HD0,Zt DENOTED BY 1,2t3. HRLY VALUES
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1.749 0.24 -172. 0.63 84. 0.27 -150.
0799 39 151 0:79 88 036 142.,
1.849 0.38 -166. 0.63 102. 0.29 -179.
1.898 0:39 -103 0-70 116. 070 -96-
1.948 0.62 -175. 0.93 77. 0.59 106.
1,998 0.77 -175. 0.94 72, 0.76 109,
2,048 0.74 -162. 0.90 70. 0.65 104.
2-098 032 -117. 0.64 87. 0.38 13,
2.148 0.27 21. 0.38 52. 0.10 -40.
2-198 0A-7 -79 0-48 7~ 0.23 143
2.248 0.04 -129. 0.41 124. 0.14 78.
2298 0:28 -10i 048 176. 0.44 -102.
2,348 0.29 -95. 0.19 -3. 0.39 -144.
2:398 021 -149- 0.36 -3. 039 165.







AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PHASE FOR THE THREE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FIELD AT N JA N FOR
SEPT 16 TO DEC 5, 1957. H1,,D, DENOTED BY 1,2,3. HRLY VALUES























4.347 0.39 -95. 0.45 -31. 0.32 -127.
4 396 '0~ -12: 0,02 -129: 0 11 69
4.446 0.23 -66. 0.12 -127. 0.48 75.
4.496 022 -101. 0.21 -84. 0,46 9,
4.546 0.57 -134. 0.26 7. 0.54 79.
4b596 0.54 -144. 0.T1 45. 0.51 73.
4.646 0.41 153. 0.37 48. 0.35 104.
4-Q696 046 13-, 07 31. .06 -130,
4.746 0.43 -180. 0.23 -44, 0.29 -34.
4.796 0.46 -155, 0.04 -139, 0,26 0-
4.846 0.51 162. 0.19 116. 0.42 161.
4-896 0:54 ' 146. 0.25 33 0.57 176,
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AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PHASE FOR THE THREE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FIELD AT SANjAN FOR
SEPT 16 TO DEC 5# 1957, H#DlZt DENOTED BY 1,2,3. HRLY VALUES
























































































5.945 0.47 -32. 0.41 108. 0.61 -92.
5,995 0 39 -82 0,53 137 0 35 -82.
6.045 0,50 -118. 0.42 92, 0.31 39.
6.095 0-32 -102- 0026 33. 0-33 47
6.145 0.37 -4. 0,33 -15. 0.38 5.
6 195 0-27 -2. 037 62- 0.36 12:
6.245 0.19 110. 0.13 73. 0.19 30.
6-295 0A 9 33. 0.36 -13- 0-20 18,
6.345 0.04 116, 0.64 43. 0.18 75.
6-395 026 141 0 52 69: 0 18 109,
6.445 0.05 170. 0.13 102. 0.33 153.
6-495 0-07 76- 018 1246 0-44 158.
6.545 0.34 80. 0.33 169. 0.26 102.
6-595 0-32 -21 028 -1010 0152 82.
6.645 0.70 -35. 0.37 -26. 0.37 15.
6.695 n063 -35: 039 -14 0.38 -72.
6.745 0.54 -82. 0.14 163. 0.31 -28.
6-795 0.31 -108- 0-16 81- 0,41 -60.
6.845 0.11 167. 0.46 -16. 0.29 -87.
6.894 0,23 94. 0.29 39o 0.49 -Q99
6.944 0.14 25. 0.27 39, 0.39 -84.
6.994 0.19 -99. 0.23 174- 0.36 -62.
7.044 0.25 -29. 0.27 118. 0.60 -56.
7.094 0.22 -14. 0.52 7. 0.37 -59-
7.144 0.39 -53. 0.02 104. 0,33 -144.
7 194 055 -725 0,34 84 0.34 -A67
7,244 0.12 -24, 0.28 109. 0.24 -30,
7-294 011 38: 0.21 142, 0.16 728
7.344 0.40 90. 0,22 88. 0.27 -63.
7394 0-43 89. 0.36 74. 0.37 -90.






AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PHASE FOR THE THREE CrMPONENTS OF MA NETIC FIELD AT SANAN FOR
SEPT 16 TO DEC 5, 1957. HDZ, DENOTED BY 1,2,3. HRLY VALUES






































































































































8.843 0.45 -123. 0.17 -119. 0.30 111.
8893 0.42 -140 0-25 -155 011 63:
8.943 0.16 -97. 0.34 40. 0.34 -5.
8.993 019 32- 0-64 28 042 -76
9.043 0.25 37. 0.46 60. 0.55 -114.
9.993 A028 21- 0-27 73- 0-27 -172-
9.143 0.43 -13. 0.23 -43. 0.46 106.
9.193 0:29 -58R 0.35 -38- 04!1 87.
9.243 0.18 135. 0.27 -36. 0.22 72.
90293 0,16 67. 0.46 -74, 0,12 57.
9.343 0.20 149. 0.57 -52. 0.09 -123.
90392 0o17 -65. 0.48 -48, 0.? 132.
9.442 0.37 -26. 0.21 -115. 0.38 133.
9.492 0.41 58. 0.05 119- 0.36 173.
9.542 0.50 -5. 0.16 -62. 0.17 138.
91597 0,22 79. 0.19 -154. 0, 7 -175,
9.642 0.16 -31. 0.34 -167. 0.39 -146.
9:692 0o24 -61- 0,31 -1-64o 0.4 -15.
9.742 0.17 135. 0.07 126. 0.05 80.
91792 0.28 -63, 0,25 64. 0.22 59.
9.842 0.51 -109. 0.44 34. 0.44 127.
9.892 0.49 -125, 0.34 18, 0,28 143.
9.942 0.12 114. 0.21 36. 0.23 -24.
0 is -8 IT ~ CV
YI l VI.C •i- dp p h 4b W







AN ANALYSIS OF THE AUTO POWER SPECTRA AND COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND
PHASE FOR THE THREE COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIC FIELD AT SANjAN FOR
SEPT 16 TO DEC 5, 1957. HD,Z, DENOTED BY 1,2,3. HRLY VALUES
























































11.341 0.29 139. 0.38 -26. 0.13 -77.
11 391 0 47 -127- 0-33 -57 017 -150
11.441 0.38 -158. 0.51 -32. 0.31 -130.
!491 0036 157 0-43 -R- 021 -173-
11.541 0.22 141. 0.18 -38. 0.23 100.
1 591 025 -170 0 41 -20. 0 22 111
11.641 0.21 -75. 0.62 -4. 0.48 85.
11,691 0-17 -5- 0.60 -50. 0.37 40.
11.741 0.12 -61. 0.37 -14. 0.24 29.
11791 0±44 -58- 012 -31- 0.11 4?2
11.841 0.28 -66. 0.23 -70. 0.08 -31.
11±890 0728 -1o02 0-76 8 0-01 134.,
11.940 0.06 2. 0.52 23. 0.14 -42.












































































COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND PHASE SEPT 16 TO DEC 5,
H COMPONENT OF MAGNETIC FIELD
1=TUCSON , 2=BELOIT , 3=FREDERICKSBURG
FREQ COH12 PHZ12 COH23 PHZ23 COH31 PHZ31
CPD
0 4 0 on -. A QI
0.050 0.93







































































































































































































5. 0.68 69. 0.21 -68.
1. 0 4 6 7 20.3 - -7
0. 0.62 51. 0.39 -19.
E. n0.2 59. 0.31 -23-.










COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND PHASE SEPT 16 TO DEC 5, 1957
H COMPONENT OF MAGNETIC FIELD
I=TUCSON , 2=BELOIT , 3=FREDERICKSBURG
FREQ COH12 PHZ12 COH23 PHZ23 COH31 PHL31
CPD
2.498 0.68 -22. 0.95 42. 0.60 -20.
2.548 0.66 5. 0.90 49. 0.66 -53.
2-598 0n71 7 0.85 57. 0.47 -Ik.
2.648 0.69 7. 0.88 59. 0.45 -60.
2 698 0.60 7. 0.87 63. 0.,0 -67.
2.748 0.69 7. 0.81 78. 0.57 -59.
2798 0073 2 0.83 62. 0.43 -55.
2.848 0.68 3. 0.82 44. 0.40 -50.
2 .998 0.63 17. 0.51 46. 0.19 2.
2.948 0.77 -3. 0.89 27. 0.54 -16.
2.998 0.82 -7. 0.93 25. 0.67 -17.
3.048 0.76 -10. 0.77 38. 0.53 -33.
3.098 0.75 12. 0 .86 90 0.65 -101.
3.147 0.47 10. 0.86 77. 0.35 -93.
3 197 0 a38 42 0.84 o9. 0 43 -169.
3.247 0.63 51. 0.85 95. 0.55 -148.
S3297 0 57 17 0.74 81. 0.27 -92.
3.347 0.54 7. 0.84 93. 0.20 -116.
3 397 0 .5 18. 0.9 103 0.45 -128.
3.447 0.48 -3. 0.91 101. 0.37 -96.
3497 0. 28 39. 091 103. 0.12 -14 1.
3.547 0.50 18. 0.93 108. 0.43 -136.
3.597 0.58 0. 0.84 122. 0.48 -110.
3.647 0.50 9. 0.70 137. 0.10 -105.
3 .697 0.5 1 -14. 0 77 120 0 .23 109.
3.747 0.29 -14. 0.67 97. 0.36 -100.
3 797 0 .26 -18 052 132. 046 -85.
3.847 0.35 -64. 0.77 125. 0.25 -59.



















-25. 0.70 105. 0.59 -90.











































































COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND PHASE SEPT 16 TO DEC 5,
H OMrnONENT OF MAGNETIC FIELD
1=TUCSON , 2=BELOIT , 3=FREDERICKS8URG
FREQ COH1
-CPD
2 PHZ12 COH23 PHZ23 COH31 PHZ31
-35. 0.81 130. 0.17 -68.
-36. 0.78 140. 0.22 -89.















































































































































































































































COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND PHASE SEPT 16 TO DEC 5,
U rnMDncfTI nc UA kiCTTr cTrIn
1957
1=TUCSON , 2=8ELOIT , 3=FREDERICKSBURG
FREQ COH12 PHZ12 COH23 PHZ23 COH31 PHZ31
-CPD
7494 0 48 -4 0. 53 -122 0.26 134.
7.544 0.43 -13. 0.54 -134. 0.19 127.
7 594 0 35 -1 0 A? 143 0 2?
9.642 0.34

























































9.742 0.43 -2. 0.11 -27. 0.26 42.
9.792 0.40n 15. 034 -119 n 17 69.
9.842 0.34 35. 0.52 -65. 0.19 -54.
-- 9.892 ln 2. 0.59 -47.7 0 n. -41.- _
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COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND PHASE SEPT 16 TO DEC 5, 1957
H COMPONENT OF MAGNETIC FIELD
1=TUCSON , 2=BELOIT , 3=FREDERICKSBURG
FREQ COH12 PHZ12 COH23 PHZ23 COH31 PHZ31
CPD
9.992 0.3 23. 0. 7 -89. 0.12 179.
10.042 0.62 15. 0.57 -47. 0.39 22.
10 092 0 58 29. 0.7 -62. 0.55 32.
10.142 0.54 30. 0.59 -49, 0.22 39.
10*192 049 21. 0.68 -43w 0.26 -7,
10.242 0.41 49. 0.82 -55. 0.59 -11.
10 292 0*35 41. 0.68 -30. 0.35 15.
10.342 0.12 -57. 0.70 -21. 0.13 166.
10.392 0.11 42. 0.69 -38. 0.17 5
10.442 0.24 60. 0.51 -43. 0.34 29.
10.492 0 .16 38 0.75 24. 0.03 99.
10.542 0.16 -31. 0.80 -26. 0.06 173.
10.592 0O -142.. 038 29.. 0..32 34.
10.641 0.24 -2. 0.78 -22. 0.47 43.
10.I69 0.w4 L 0.91 -2:7. 032 46.
10.741 0.13 54. 0.73 -39. 0.17 -2.
10 791 0 n09 17. 0.64 -59O 0.39 50.
10.841 0.43 35. 0.82 -71. 0.36 58.
10.891 0. 3 9. 0.81 -55. 0.15 10.
10.941 0.37 -10. 0.72 -34. 0.31 -23.
10 991 0 26 12 n 72 -21 0n 24 22
11.041 0.40 16. 0.80 -35. 0.42 44.
11 091 0n33 15 0.88 -46. 0.27 24.
11.141 0.19 63. 0.79 -37. 0.18 53.
11 191 0.29 46. 0.81 24. n 90. 63w
11.241 0.49 -6. 0.82 -38. 0.31 86.
11 .291 0n 0 -,11 0.66 ,4. 0 12 35w
11.341 0.26 50. 0.69 -26. 0.19 -83.
11 391 n .2 -28. 0.n82 -23. 0.02 136,
11.441 0.28 -37. 0.85 -12. 0.09 -99.
11 491 0 25 17 0.81 -20. 0.26 18.
11.541 0.44 -25. 0.69 -31. 0.41 59.
11 .591 0 8 -4.. 0o57 -22. 0.25 -14.
11.641 0.30 9. 0.70 -13. 0.37 -33.
11.691 0.38 -8. 0.74 -12 0.26 12.
11.741 0.46 -4. 0.76 -3. 0.52 10.
11.791 0.40 2. 0.84 -8. 0.52 -3.
11.841 0.46 -9. 0.77 2. 0.49 11.
11 8i 0 n 5 16 0.72 15. 0 .5 I11
11.940 0.42 11. 0.84 -8. 0.12 -28.
11 990 n 21 0 089 0. 0.12 --180
-- ----------------------
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COHntKtNY AMPLOUt ANU PHASt SEP|I 6 0U Utt v 19573
D COMPONENT OF MAGNETIC FIELD
1=IUCSUN , Z=BtLO l 3 =KtUtKlEDIKSUKb





















































































































































































































































CUOHEtKENCY AMPLtIUUt ANDU HASE StEP 16 DEU tt 5 i957
D COMPONENT OF MAGNETIC FIELD
1=TUCS3N , 2=BELUOi 3 =FEDEKiCKSBUKG































































































































































































































































CUHtKtNLY AMPLIIUUt ANU PfAbt StI tb IU UtDEC 5 1957
D COMPONENT OF MAGNETIC FIELD
1=ULCSUN , 2=tELO1T ,.3=FREDERICKSBURG





















































































































































































































































































COUtKtENCY AMPLiTUUt ANU PHASE StEP 16 U DUEC 5, 1957
D COMPONENT OF MAGNETIC FIELD
=TUCSOUN , 2=BtLOT , 3=FKtUtDERCKSBRG



























































































































































































































COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND PHASE SEPT 16 TO DEC 5, 1957
Z COMPONENT OF MAGNETIC FIELD
1=TUCSON , 2=BELOIT , 3=FREDERICKSBURG
































































































































































































































































COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND PHASE SEPT 16 TO DEC 5, 1957
Z COMPONENT OF MAGNETIC FIELD
1=TUCSON , 2=BELOIT , 3=FREDERICKSBURG
FREQ COH12 PHZ12 COH23 PHZ23 COH31 PHZ31
CPD
2.548 0.77 -25. 0.71 75. 0.44 -53.
2.5 0.5Bas 3e. 0.83 77. 0.2 29.
2.648 0.37 -48. 0.71 64. 0.37 -14.
2.698 0.49 1. 0,58 95. 0.7i 12 7.
2.748 0.79 -14. 0.68 89. 0.44 -106.
.78 0.86 21. 0.72 60. 0.50 2.
2.848 0.71 -19. 0.70 55. 0.60 -25.
S2. 89 0. 1 104. 03 4 99 0.18 49.
2.948 0.80 -60. 0.75 27. 0.83 43.
2.998 0.86 53. 0.85 17. 08i 39.
3.048 0.77 -39. 0.75 39. 0.57 21.
3.098 0.72 33. 0.79 60. 0,40 2 ,
3.147 0.35 -21. 0.76 40. 0.11 -144.
3. 197 034 39. 0.46 36. 0. 13 67.
3.247 0.46 -5. 0.79 33. 0.32 -10.
3.297 0.2 69. 0,64 46. 0,04 -136.
3.347 0.43 -55. 0.64 69. 0.14 -6.
3.,397 0,55 58. 0.71 61w 0,38 O4.
3.447 0.21 -33. 0.76 77. 0.16 -96.
3.547 0.84 -43. 0.65 77. 0.64 -29.
3.57 0,55 44, 0.50 104. 0.32 -63.
3.647 0.41 -95. 0.69 148. 0.23 -51.
3.747 0.74 -72. 0.78 113. 0.49 -60.
3.797 0.38 -39. 0.55 126- 04i -108.
3.847 0.41 -56. 0.68 136. 0.47 -70.
3 097 036 84. 0.48 113. 0.31 4. n
3.947 0.89 -56. 0.55 61. 0.44 3.
3 *,997 0,89 -62, 0.69 77. 0.5i -14.
4.047 0.72 -68. 0.61 90. 0.36 -16.
4.094 0.25 51. 0.30 -178. 0-30 60.
4.147 0.40 -109. 0.38 151. 0.51 -59.
40197 0.45 -9. 0.17 106. 0.45 -f.
4.247 0.48 10. 0.32 -89. 0.40 20.
4.297 027 25. 0.46 -162. 0.23 -152.
4.347 0.21 3. 0.37 118. 0.36 166.
4.446 0.53 -68. 0.29 143. 0.53 -72.
4.496 0.80 -58. 0.53 79. 0-31 -31-
4.546 0.66 -69. 0.49 47. 0.42 31.
4"96 .51 -83. 0.5n 78. 0-43 0
4.646 0.41 -45. 10.77 90. 0.34 -48.
4.696 00 -56. 0.x1 100. 0 17 -23.
4.746 0.29 -110. 0.54 133. 0.55 20.
4.796 0.40 -112. 0.78 128 0 -18
4.846 0.45 -111. 0.75 126. 0.44 -43.
4.96 0.6 -57. 0.3 14318. 0.61 -35.
4.946 0.76 -57. 0.73 118. 0.61 -35.
i
/3,9
COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND PHASE SEPT 16 TO DEC 5, 1957
Z COMPONENT OF MAGNETIC FIELD
1=TUCSON , 2=BELOIT , 3=FREDERICKSBURG




















































































































































































































































































COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND PHASE SEPT 16 TO DEC 5, 1957
I COMPONENT OF MAGNETIC FIELD
1=TUCSON , 2=BELOIT , 3=FREDERICKS8URG




































































































































































9.742 0.23 -174. 0.19 34. 0.28 143.
9.792 0n . 144. 0.76 -2. 0.35 -151.
9.842 0.44 171. 0.74 4. 0.44 -174.
9.892 0.44 56. 0.60 -6. 034 104.












































































COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND PHASE SEPT 16 TO DEC 5, 1957
Z COMPONENT OF MAGNETIC FIELD
1=TUCSON , 2=BELOIT , 3=FREDERICKSBURG
FREQ COH12 PHZ12 COH23 PHZ23 COH31 PHZ31
CPD
L
9.992 0.n 33 149. n 0.47 3. 0.14 103.
10.042 0.28 128. 0.30 82. 0.42 97.
10.092 0.32 25. 0.3 34. 0.49 35.
10.142 0.32 -58. 0.62 10. 0.35 25.
10.192 0.40 44. 0.78 -17 0.45 62.
10.242 0.38 -20. 0.58 -34. 0.25 -3.
10.292 0.3 24. 0.55 01. 0.08 1172.
10.342 0.24 31. 0.41 -117. 0.72 95.
10.392 0.13 7. 0.,45 19. 0.44 S3.
10.442 0.18 -105. 0.72 19. 0.10 11.
10.492 0,49 53, 0.83 24, 0,52 86,
10.542 0.46 -16. 0.85 -34. 0.25 31.
10.592 0.50 74. 0.1 45. 0.21 L64.
10.641 0.49 70. 0.29 -139. 0.56 30.
10.69i e.56 26. 0.02 106. 0.53 -17.
10.741 0.57 25. 0.52 62. 0.32 -40.
10-.71 0.20 9. 0.28 27. 0.33 51l
10.841 0.19 47. 0.56 -55. 0.28 -37.
10.891 0.25 94. 029 58. 0.21 -74.
10.941 0.16 89. 0.48 -172. 0.11 110.
11.041 0.22 -48. 0.03 -87. 0.20 -163.
11.091 .2 27. 0. 31 -26. 0.36 174.
11.141 0.45 124. 0.41 -96. 0.55 -77.
11.191 0.4 132. 0.4 -114. 0.39 -60.
11.241 0.24 88. 0.41 -165. 0.10 98.
1i.291 0.29 -106. 0.55 145. 0.36 -9-
11.341 0.45 -86. 0.55 131. 0.23 41.
11.391 0.37 -25. 0.17 19. 0.20 50.
11.441 0.12 58. 0.20 121. 0.45 -18.
11.491 0.26 -28. 0.36 -172- 0.11 4.
11.541 0.23 -23. 0.38 -175. 0.38 84.
11591 0.40 -164. n 02 143 0 50 22
11.641 0.34 -141. 0.26 24. 0.41 -2.
11691 0.46 0. 0.23 1. 0.13 -145
11.741 0.43 54. 0.35 -82. 0.25 -38.
11.791 0.40 68. 0.19 8. 0.22 -40
11.841 0.26 72. 0.40 90. 0.16 119.
11.890 .41n 117 0.28 -134. 0 25 22.
11.940 0.50 135. 0.32 -29. 0.10 -82.





S COHERENCY. AMPLITUDE ANO PHAS6 SEPT 1L6 0TO-E C S--o- 1957
H COMPONENT OF MAGNETIC FIELD
SAN Jwl,8IEI nTj2. --FRE . iSEPT 16 nf0 DEC 519S7.
FR6Qn rnutcoi PT2 rnua23 Pu2 3 rCnu31 P,,31
CPU
0. 0.98 0. 0.98 -0. 0095 0.
0.050 0.a -9 0 .98 4. 0.95 5.
0.100 0.99 -7. 0.98 6. 0.95 1.
0450 1.00 -6. 0.98 . 0.96 2.
0.200 0.99 -10. 0.98 4. 0.96 7.
0*450 0.99 -12. 0.99 10. 0.96 3.
0.300 0.99 -14. 0.98 8. 0.95 8.
0.350 0095 -18. 0 90 4. 0 .8 16.
0.400 0.92 -14. 0.89 10. 0.85 3.
0 450 n -31 096 8 0 .92 21.
0.500 0.96 -36. 0.96 5. 0.90 29.
01550 0oes -19. 0.93 8. 0.81 S.
0.600 0.95 -24. 0.97 12. 0.92 11.
0.649 0.96 -32. 0.96 13. 0.-3 is.
0.699 0.88 -25. 0.93 19. 0.81 -0.
0 49 092 -28. 0.9 7 24. 0.87 1
0.799 0.83 -39. 0.97 20. 0078 16.
0.849 0.51 23 0.91 16. 0.53 -13.
0.899 0.70 -17. 0.87 200 0.65 -13.
0.949 0.84 -116. 0.95 -2. 074 n i15.
0.999 0.83 -129. 0.96 -4. 0.75 133.
1.049 0.69 141. 0.95 -4. 0.57 147.
1.099 0.68 -66. 0089 7. 0.52 51.
1.149 0.65 -74. 0.90 17. 0.47 56.
1.199 0.60 -55. 0.95 27. 0.57 21.
1.249 0.68 -57, 0.97 30. 0.69 2
1.299 0.75 -74. 0.89 42. 0.62 28.
1.349 0.74 -72. 0.89 49. 0.61 19.
1.399 0.75 -78. 0.92 37. 0.67 45.
1.449 0.73 84. 0.90 34. 0.64 34t.
1.499"0.74 -86. 0.90 38. 0.66 34.
149 0.66 L 94aL. 0.84 29. 0.39- -- 68------
1.599 0.34 -56. 0.76 2. 0.18 28.
1.649 0.17 -9. 0.54 -3. 0.35 -1.
1.699 0.61 -84. 0.65 30. 0.53 26.
1.749 0.59 -91. 0.85 25. 0.43 - 45.
1.799 0.43 -113. 0.91 24. 0.34 77.
1.049 0.63 -104. 0.88 32. 0.53 62.
1.098 0.56 -79. 0.89 23. 0.54 33.
1.94 0.67 -124. 0.96 16. 0.55 103.
1.998 0.75 -139. 0.96 17. 0.69 124.
2.048 0.64 -143. 0.95 21. 0.62 125 -
2.098 0.49 -94. 0.79 45. 0.64 47.
2.148 0.61 -115. 0.7f 56. 0.v63 49.
2.198 0.63 -96. 0.76 51. 0.69 52.
,240 .54 -7. 0.6 69. 0.72 30.
2.298 0.45 -133. 0.74 67. 0.56 53.
2.8 0.721 -140. 0.62 51. 0.7 6.r0
21498 0.79 -140. 0.52 59. 0.36 67.
.4---- .40 051 142. 0.86 46.. F0--3----- 954K. --
SCOHERLENCY AMPLITUDE AND PHASE SEPT
H COMPONENT OF MAGNETIC FIELD
14-2
-16.0 EnC 5, 195716 , xw • Z ,a, w~
SAN jUAN-1,9iLOIT=n,,FREG-,-SEnT 16 TO nEC 5 1957.
REn ru COH2 PH112 C023 PHZ23 OHn3I UPHZ3I
CPO
2.498 0.57 -134. 0.95 42. 0.45 79.
2.598 0.82 -133. 0.85 57. 0.66 87.



























































































































































































H COHERMPNENCY AMPLITUDOFE MAGN TIC FIELD SEPT
H COMPONENT OF MAGNETIC FIELD
16-TO "DEC . 1957
SAN jIUAN1,*EL0IT2 FREOSG.n3SEPT 16L Tn nCr 5E-195?.
CPO
4.996 0.69 129. 0.81 130. 0.69 101.
5.046 0.62 9,. 0.78 140. 0.59 11.






































































































































6.645 0.45 4,2. 0.74 -141. 0.29 46.
6.695 0.38 38. 0.82 -149. 0.19 79.
6.745 0.33 63. 0.92 -152. 0.22 87.
6.795 0.45 41. 0.81 -146. 0.37 116.
6. 45 0.64 1 . 0.70 132. 0. 1 124.
6.894 0.40 33. 0.62 -140. 0.32 119.
6&944 0.40 46. 0.65 -131. o0.50 11.
6.994 0.43 43. 0.60 -122. 0.44 116.
7.044 0.65 n L0 7 n , -147. 08 -124
7.094 0.78 25. 0.85 -151. 0.77 129.
-.144 0.62 24. 0.75 -13. 0. n -12-----
7.194 0.47 32. 0.78 -131. 0.71 114.






















rnCOHERNENCY LITUn AUND PHASE SEPT
H COMPONENT OF MAGNETIC FIELD
-16 Tn nEr 5, 1957
FREQCn rnuHI PHZs rnuO23 PuZ3 rnUH31 P31
CPO
7.494 0.32 7. 0.53 -122. 0.43 108.
7.544 0.36 42. 0.54 -134. 0.50 125.
7.594 0.52 44. 0.62 -143. 0.50 107.









8. 143 0. 64
8.193 0.55






































am23 "I UW 4 w 003 ' . "3 10 w 49. 79 V
8.293 0.64 65. 0.71 -142. 0.70 91.
8.343 0.51 S3. 0.76 -123, 0954 108.
8.393 0.53 86. 0.86 -127. 0.36 58.
8.443 .11 167. 0. 4 -129. 0.w35 305
8.493 0.28 -76. 0.51 -98. 0.52 122.
8.593 0.42 -101. 0.64 -91. 0.56 -160.
8.693 0.27 -30. 0.59 -112. 0.29 158.
8.793 0.33 -92. 0.63 -86. 0.43 146.
8.893 0.68 -57. 0.75 -83. 0.72 138.
8.993 0.48 -57. 0.70 -84. 0.52 134.
9.043 0.55 -44. 0.73 76. 0.65 129.
9.093 0.56 -105. 0.74 -73. 0.57 146.
9.143 0.66 -125. 0.72 -86. 0.42 -146.
9.193 0.59 -107. 0.64 -96. 0.48 -125.
9 w243 0.55 -165. 0.55 -40. 0.61 -165.
9.293 0.48 -174. 0.38 -47. 0.53 171.
9.343 0927 -137. 0.40 -129. 0.26 101.
9.392 0.27 -159. 0.42 -138. 0.28 166.
g.442 0.31 -173. 0.28 -162. 0.45 162.
9.492 0.58 -155. 0.20 -82. 0.25 163.
9.542 0.1n -157. n0.31 130. O.06 -9
9.592 0.50 -145. 0.46 -135. 0.13 -79.
9.692 0.39 -77. 0.22 -53. 0.69 92.



























COHERENCYI AMPLITUl E AND PHASE SEPT
H COMPONENT OF MAGNETIC FIELD
SAN JU ANn18 , C r !T 2. FR D n 3a ,,!T F G3SEPT 16
-16 -T DEC St 1957-
iTO ncr 5 ts957
T/' nl / s •-a57-
FREQ Crn12 PHZ1u CnO3 PHou23 rCnu3 PHZ31
CPO
9.992 0.56 -117. 0.47 -89. 0.55 -153.
10.042 0.27 -15. 0.57 -47. 0.62 -154.









































































































































































rnCOHERENCY AMPLITlUDE AND PHASE SEPT
O COMPONENT OF MAGNETIC FIELD
CAI ll"a w l a Ci n iL jvT DIa cml 1- l- c it r iA
16 TO DECr--195







F RQ C0H12 PM112 CRH3 P813 COHI P8131
CPD
0. 0.24 0. 0.69 -0. 0.29 0.
0.050 017 -3 043 5 0*43 -1 2
0.100 0*27 W1* 0.27 -10. 0.85 -4.





























































































































































































COHERE NCY AM.PLITU0E AND PHASE SEPT 16 TO DEC - -5
0 COMPONENT OF MAGNETIC FIELD




2 Pwzi2 COH3 PH123 COH3i Z3-1
89. 0.31 -54. 0.24 42.
90. 0.42 -810. 0.249 -.
108. 0.44 -150. 0.52 25.





























































































































































































0 t -"-,-w rn = ttr PZl---- ---------------
~
~---~
COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND PHASE SEPT 16 TO
0 COMPONENT OF MAGNETIC FIELD
rA& vn(A. qn9 ea.rnar-n r.n T rnr l P
was roa Wausun -~ as %4o. * m p
0-- - - --495
r St Sg-
rFREQ WNWI P8112 C01123 PH123 COH3I1 PHZ1, -___
CPD
4.996 0.49 31. 0.55 -52. 0.64 51.
- 5*046 0.29 160 0*54~ -280 0.49 51.
5.096 0.32 -68. 0.64 10. 0.49 96.
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COHER ENCY AMPLTUDE AND PHASE SEPT 16 TO EC .95--7-
0 COMPONENT OF MAGNETIC FIELO
FRoE CON12 RWZ12 CO423 PHZ23 COH31 PZ31 _
CPO
7.494 0.14 -131. 0.10 78. 0.58 -169.
- 7- 5 4 0 25 -S; 0,145 4*. 0*54 151.
7.594 0.07 113. 0.22 42. 0.71 119.






































































































































































































































rnIC rnwl dY 71 rnr r W33 buO ? tr r rn DWtr t1-~1-COER6NCY AMPLITUDE AND PHASE SEPT 16 T0 DEC0 COMPONENT OF MAGNETIC FIELD
SAN jUAN-196L01T=2,FR0E08G--3qSEPT 16 T EC 51$-.C
FREQ 1cQHi puzI2 COHZ3 PHZ23 CoHa 3
CPO
9.992 0.21 -69. 0.58 150. 0.46 169.












































































































































































COHERENCY AMPLITUOE AND PHASE SEPT
Z COMPONENT OF.MAGNETIC FIELD
CAJ N IIi i ia , Ilftr Dn Co T 1(L
VOIu ? lUJ71

























































2.198 0.42 -30. 0.50 31. 0.46 -12.
2248 043 -163o 0 19 19 0- 27 a5
2.298 0.07 134. 0.83 81. 0.14 -103.
2.348 036 18 0. 78 70. 009 -65
2.398 0.37 49. 0.68 65. 0.21 -166.






































































































































FREDOG-3 SEPT 16 .
TO QEr
rnun'2 nUuq'2








COrn ENCrY AMPL ITUn AND PHASE SEPT n nE -5 -1-957-___
Z COMPONENT OF MAGNETIC FIELD
SAN JUAN-1,-ELOIT-2vFREG3S PT 16 O DEC-
FrE n- CnQH2 PHZ12 COW23 PNZ23 CnH3I PHZU3
CPO
2.498 0.30 -18. 0.86 62. 0.20 3.
- 548 0.62 31 0.71 75. 0.20 -80
2.598 0.34 35. 0.83 77. 0.18 -124.










































































































































































































COHERENCY AMPLITUDE AND PHASE SEPT
Z COMPONENT OF MAGNETIC FIELD
SAN iUANaI 1BL0rT-2 Fnttr Bc3nSEPT 16
/S-3
16 fT DEC 5 1-957
FPEQ HIMt2 PHZ12 rOnH3 PHZ23 CUH3 PHZ31
CPO
4.996 0.70 -17. 0.82 111. 0.78 -73.
5- 046 0o0 24, 0;65 130* 0022 141
5.096 0.09 -117. 0.76 132. 0.24 106.





















































6.095 0.29 57. 0.29 53. 0.37 -71.
6.14 0.08 108 .34 1033 n 0.47 -73.
6.195 0.08 -100. 0.44 72. 0.39 -33.
6*245 0w27 4. 0*67 65e 0 38 -61w
6.295 0.44 -9. 0.65 84. 0.42 -79.
S6.34 0.35 -93. 0 44 78. 0.07 4201
6.395 0.20 -65. 0.50 47. 0.12 -150.
6.445 0.51 33. 0 19 16. 0.54 170.
6.495 0.14 61. 0.37 -163. 0.45 128.

































































































































I____ ___I ___ __ __ ____ I___ __1_




COHERENCY AMPLITUDIE ANO PHASE SEPT 16 TO DEC -5--95--7
Z COMPONENT OF MAGNETIC FIELD
SAl IIllAl -8EL01T=2,rroFRED=BG 3;SEPT 16 TOn nDC 5,19i._
FREP COH12 PHZI2 CnH23 PHI 3 COH31 PHL31
CPO
7.494 0.22 64. 0.60 -96. 0.46 10.
7 544 0,28 98 054 -133, 0.68 -3
7.594 0.33 -179. 0.58 -153. 0.60 -12.
7 -44 n0 4 -132n 0_03 4 0 2 59
7.694 0.11 -121. 0.35 8. 0.32 73.
7744. 0.28 61. n0. 85. 045 73.
7.794 0.16 -86. 0.25 173. 0.51 94.
7.144 0.40 -67, 0 26 142w 0 32 163
7.894 0.46 -46, 0.77 128. 0.25 -71.
7.944 0,10 -490 0.35 152. 059 -43.
7.994 0.43 3. 0.02 -157. 0.18 -30.
8. 044 00 -1 0.n 1 -128. 0.03 -4.
8.094 0.11 -88. 0.79 -144. 0.26 -113.
S143 n 9a -45. 0n50 160I. 0.157 -99a
8.193 0.15 33. 0.61 138. 0.32 -85.
8.243 0.23 66. 060 124 . 0 l -163..
8.293 0.22 71. 0.42 25. 0.13 -163.
S.343 0.14 38. 0.30 -59. 0.21 1462.
8.393 0.20 79. 0.45 -119. 0.41 -161.
a8.443 0.28 148 0.39 -134. 0.57 -114.
8.493 0.47 -136, 0.56 -174. 0.55 -92.
8.543 0.07 so, 0.58 141. 0.29 -67w
8.593 0.17 -128. 0.20 -31. 0.11 171.
8.643 0.30 -18 0.22 -130w 0.08 -36.
8.693 0.22 103. 0.08 170. 0.44 -79.
8.743 0.25 123. 0.39 -38, 0.35 -75.s
8.793 0.02 -155. 0.22 12. 0.35 -27.
.8 O43 0.31 55. 0.40 69. 043 -60w
8.893 0.40 22. 0.27 -4. 0.26 -152.
8.943 0.51 -2. 0.29 12. 0.06 135.
8.993 0.38 67. 0.53 -44. 0.53 -39.
9.043 0.46 115. 0.37 50. 0.13 42.
9.093 0.15 106. 0.39 129. 0.27 131.
9.143 0 14 29. 0.27 122 0.37 -149
9.193 0.17 150. 0.59 25. 0.35 -143.
9.243 0 35 157 0.5 47., 0.11 -73.
9.293 0.40 76. 0.37 -68. 0.52 10.
9.343 0.40 49, 0.47 -54 . 0 64 4
9.392 0.22 -25. 0.23 141. 0.32 29.
9.442 0.07 -26. 062 1317. 006 -148.
9.492 0.40 84. 0.31 69. 0.22 40.
9,542 0.37 59. 0s27 12. 0.21 -47.
9.592 0.18 -43. 0.23 -62. 0.33 143.
9.642 0.12 -60, 0 40 -59. 0.59 1130
9.692 0.03 38. 0.16 -37. 0.43 126.
9.742 0.31 -156 0o19 34. n38 -1 76
9.792 0.06 177. 0.76 -2. 0.15 126.
9.842 0,41 46. 0*7 n 4 0.18 19
9.892 0.19 4. 0.60 -6. 0.26 27.
9e942 0.31 -75. 0.70 -19. 031 46
/S5-
COHERENCYl AMPLITUDE ArND PHASE SEPT 16 T
Z COMPONENT OF MAGNETIC FIELD
CAM .ItIAal ;i nrTT I2_Collrw2 Cr!0T itL Tn n
FREQ COH1n PH2 C0H23 P12 rOH3 P 
-
CPO
9.992 0.33 -62. 0.47 3. 0.20 1.
n 10-042 0-23 -38. 030 82.0 0019 4l,
10.092 0.52 7. 0.43 34. 0.41 9.
'A-142 A-L 24* 0.62 10- 0-8
10.192 0028 49. 0.78 -17. 0.30 -19.
10,242 01,8 85 0.58 -34, 0.25 6.
10.292 0.28 129. 0.55 -81. 0018 -46.
10.342 0-23 -141. 0.41 -171 032 -159.
10.392 0.35 109. 0.45 19. 0.43 -129.
10.442 0.50 94. 0.72 19, 0-53 -128.
10.492 0.13 -124. 0.83 -24. 0.42 158.
10.592 0.44 35. 0.41 -45. 0.33 0.
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